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Leaving
Tenure denials
force two teachdrs
out of education
By Ian Katz
editor

■> Second of two parta
On the wall in Dr. Charles Schindler's office is a
poster that reads, "No one ever said teaching was
going to be easy."
For Schindler, nothing could be more true.
After teaching in JMU's secondary education
department for seven years, Schindler, an assistant
professor, is one rank lower than he was when he
came here. His salary is $21,350, But the clincher
came last year, when at age 42, he was told he had
one year to find a new job.
So Schindler's life-long fascination with printing
will become his career. He will begin work as the
Southeastern representative of PageCrafters
Typesetting, Inc., "one minute after commencement exercises May 7," he said.
Schindler and Drs. John Sturm and Elizabeth
Ihle, also of the secondary education department,
all were denied tenure last year. Since then, Ihle's
tenure denial has been reversed.
"I was denied tenure because there was a 45 percent reduction in credit-hour production in my
department from 1976 to the present," Schindler
said. Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice president for
academic affairs, also has said the three denials
were necessary because of decreasing enrollment.
Because of low enrollment, some secondary
education teachers must teach in other departments where they are qualified:
Ihle teaches half of her classes in the English
department. Dr. Violet AJIain, who was granted
tenure last year, will teach a philosophy course
next semester. Dr. William Smith, department
head, teaches one of his three classes in the math
department.
Schindler also is qualified to teach another subject — industrial arts. But JMU's industrial arts
See LEAVING, page 2 ►

SUll D8DI6S — After a month of lower than uaual temperatures, the
aun came from behind the clouds Tuesday to warm the campus. Above,
Llaa Marcum and daughter Jessica of Harrlaonburg relax on Newman Lake.
Also on the lake, atudenta Mark Norton, loft, and Tim Nearhoa enjoy the
company of Ozzle, a 1-monthold duckling. (Photos by Yo Nagaya)

The Breeze will not be published during exam
week. The summer Breeze will be published weekly
during JMU's eight-week summer session. Regular
production of The Breeze will resume Sept.~tr
Deadline for announcements, personals,
classifieds and display ads is noon, Aug. 30.
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program is scheduled to begin in
the 1984-85 academic year.
So Schindler was forced to look
elsewhere for a job. And he did so
without putting up a fight. "I never
even considered using the appeal
system," he said.
"I've always been taken with
printing."
Schindler will sell printing services
to publishers of books and scholarly
journals. "My major market will be
Washington, D.C.," he said.
As a PageCrafters employee,
Schindler will work for commission.
"I have no idea as to how much
money I'll make," he said. "This
thing could go belly up in six months." His office will be his home in
Harrisonburg, where he lives with
his wife and two children.
Schindler said he applied for other
jobs, but "none of them seemed to
work out, either for me or for them
(the employers)."
Although he would not specify
which positions he applied for,
Schindler said, "I looked to see if
there were other things that were appropriate on campus, in other
departments and divisions. I also
looked at other business and industrial possibilities, and public
school
teaching
and
administration." When asked what type of job he
would take if he could choose,
Schindler said, "Well, you talk
yourself into preferring what seems
most possible."
Despite coming to the end of a

career spotted with bad luck,
Schindler graciously accepts his
tenure denial.
"My performance is far from
shabby, but my colleagues were better," he said. "If you look at my vita
you'll say, 'Why did they let this guy
go?' . . . But if you see what others
(who received tenure) have done,
you see they had more things
published, were better known, had
more national recognition.
"Given the circumstances, if there
hadn't been a nickel's worth of difference in performance, two of us
(secondary education teachers)
would have to leave anyway," he
said. "I guess I could say maybe my
performance was worth a nickel less
than the performance of the
others."
Schindler said his situation is comparable to that of a General Motors
machinist. "If Chevrolet* and
Cadillacs just aren't selling, they
can't keep you. But that doesn't
diminish my accomplishments here
in any way."
Schindler is "not discouraged
about leaving academe. My students
and my colleagues give me every indication I do my job well. Without
sounding arrogant, I have some
other skills."
Before coming here in 1976,
Schindler was the director of a workstudy development project at Berea
College in Berea, Ky. Schindler
doesn't gripe about it, but he then
was an associate professor — one
rank higher than he is now.
"The contract they offered me
here was for an assistant professor,"
he said. "That's lower, but they had
so many applicants that if I said I
wouldn't agree to it, they would

corrections
► Robyn Dunn's name was
misspelled in the sports section of
the April 25 issue of The Breeze.
This was an editing error.
•*• SGA Secretary Kim Scott and
the SGA Communications and
Public Relations Committee initiated obtaining pamphlets about
health from other universities. Incomplete information was given in
the April 25 issue.
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► Interfraternity Council,
Panhellenic Council and Gamma
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information was given in the April
25 issue.
► Clarification: In 1981-82, 113
students received teacher certification in secondary education. In
1977-78, 199 received teacher certification in secondary education.
Incomplete information was given in
the April 25 issue.

have looked out the door and said,
'next.' "
Schindler said he doesn't have any
complaints about the tenure system
here. "I think the tenure system is a
very important element for providing academic freedom.
"What we need to be complaining
about is poor public support for
public education."
1

At age 55, after seven years here,
Dr. John Sturm says, "I think it's
time to step down."
Sturm was denied tenure at the
same time as Schindler. He will
move near his relatives in the
Midwest sometime this year — to
write fiction.
"It's something that I've had in
the back of my mind for a long
time," he said. Sturm has written
short stories, but he said he never
has had the time to finish an entire
book.
He started thinking he would write
about six months ago. But it wasn't
without looking for other opportunities.
"I was very selective," Sturm
said, refusing to specify which jobs
he applied for. "I figured that at this
age, I should do what I want to do or
retire. I applied for one job in
teaching, one in administration, and
one in a private foundation. . . .
Either they filled the job with someone else, or in one case, the job's
still pending."
Sturm would not say which job
that was. He said he doesn't know if
he would take the job if it is offered.
"I'd have to negotiate."
Sturm was the business manager
at Stuart Hall private secondary
school in Staunton for two and onehalf years before teaching here.
Before that, he taught for six years
in the education department of the
State College of New York at Buffalo.
He "was not really surprised" he
was denied tenure. "I knew there
would be some cuts."
He said he did not appeal the
denial or take legal action. "I felt
that if they didn't want me, I didn't
want them either."
• • •
In the tenure process, recom-

mendations are made by the faculty
member's personnel advisory committee, department head, dean,
Stanton and President Ronald Carrier. JMU's Board of Visitors has
final approval of tenure candidates.
But it usually follows Carrier's
recommendation.
Sturm said, "From the department head on up there should be
more activity in the process. I've
never had an administrator in one of
my classes.
"... They (the administration)
like it that way because then the
responsibility doesn't fall right on
them," Sturm said. "It's a screen
for the administration. The way they
have it here isn't good. I do feel if
you have a department head and
dean more involved in the process, it
works better. Here, the personnel
committee does all the work."
Stanton said, "I have felt we have
a good balance through the PAC
committees. The department heads'
decisions and deans' decisions are
heavily weighed. And the president
and I look into each one individually. I felt they were pretty adequate.
But the systems need to be examined
from time to time."
Stanton would not comment on
Sturm's claim that the administration avoids decison-making responsibility.
"A few years ago, there was a
movement on the part of the faculty
about getting more faculty input in
tenure decisions," Stanton said. The
personnel advisory committees were
approved by the Faculty Senate, he
said.
"But as time has gone along, some
departments have expressed that
they are not in favor of that much
faculty input, while others say they
like it," Stanton said. "So there you
have a mixed bag."
• • •

Sturm lives in Harrisonburg
without a family. He said he is a little bitter — but not angry — about
being forced to leave.
"If I were younger, I'd probably
be more bitter and disappointed,"
he said. "It would be much more
difficult to change careers then. But
just imagine what happens to those
who are forced to leave when they're
in the middle of their careers."

"To Iht press tlont. chtqutrta tt II It with
•butts, iht world It indtbltd lor til Iht mum
phi which hurt b—rt gtlntd by 'ttson tnd
humtnity ovtr trror tnd oppression "
— Jtmtt Utdlton

Tne Breve la published Monday and Thuraday afternoons and distributed throughout
JMU.
Mailing address Is The Breeze Anthony
Seeger Hall, JMU, Harrlaonburg, VA 22807.
For advertising, call 433-85ge For editorial of
flees, call 4334127.
Comments and complaints can be directed to
Ian Kati, adltor.
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Eighteen honor
violations reported
By Sandy Stone
Staff writer

Eighteen honor code violations
were reported to the Honor Council
this academic year, said David Reilly, Honor Council prosecutor.
Ten of these cases were dismissed
by the Honor Council because of insufficient evidence to charge the student, Reilly said.
This is not unusual, he said. "I've
been involved with the honor system
for three years, and every year there
are more cases dropped than go to a
hearing.
"In one case, new evidence was
turned up which exonerated the student from a possible charge.
Sometimes we can't find an intent to
cheat. And most of the time it's a
lack of witnesses," Reilly said.
One case went to jury trial. The
student was found guilty copying
from another exam, Reilly said. The
student was sentenced to onesemester suspension.
Two cases went the administrative
route. This means the accused student goes directly to Honor Council
Coordinator David Barger and
pleads guilty.
Both accused students were found
guilty of honor code violations.
An accused student has the choice
of having a jury trial or going
through the administrative process.
Barger said, "If someone chooses
the administrative route, I explain to
the student what the consequences of

Budgets
approved
The Special Advisory Committee passed the budget proposals of 10 major university
organizations Monday morning.
The committee passed the
proposals with a 5-0 vote. The
budgets were passed with no
amendments being made, said
Cathy Schulte, SGA treasurer.
►The University Program
Board was allocated $100,200.
►The Bluestone was allocated
$56,977.38.
►
Breeze was allocated
$44,230.
►The Student Government
Association was allocated
$24,110.
►The Commuter Student
Committee was allocated
$4,220.
►The Honor Council was
allocated $3,570.
►The Panhellenic Council was
allocated $2,664.
►Chrysalis was allocated
$2,228.
► Interhall Council was
allocated $2,160.
►The Interfratemity Council
was allocated $2,140.
I

his guilty plea are, then make a
recommendation for a sentence to
Dr. Carrier.
"He (Carrier) rarely ever modifies
the sentence, although he could. He
just acts as an implementer," Barger
said.
One of the accused students was
charged with plagiarism. "The student failed to adequately document
sources. He didn't put in
footnotes," Barger said.
The other student was charged
with forging his adviser's signature
on a class withdrawal slip past the
withdrawal date, Reilly said.
Barger recommended to Carrier
that both students be sentenced to
one semester suspension and
withdrawal from the class in which
the student violated the honor code.
Carrier approved these sentences.
Two cases were handled by the
judicial board. Both accused
students were charged with forging
their adviser's signature on drop-add
slips, Reilly said.
The cases were handled judicially
because the Honor Advisory Board
voted that forging a signature on a
drop-add slip was not serious
enough to be handled by the Honor
Council.
Another case, which occurred during exam week, was an appeal from
last semester, Reilly said.
Two cases still are under investigation. Reilly or Honor Council Prosecutor Dana Stansell would not
comment further on these cases.

1

Something about spring weather brings Qlfford Hall
residents out the windows. The weather forecast lor today la
partly sunny, breezy and warm with a high near 80. There Is a
40 percent chance of showers or thunderstorms tonight
through tomorrow. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Double dream
Stanton to return to South Carolina
By Ian Katz
editor

"The only reason I'd leave JMU is
for the presidency of Francis Marion
College."
On June 30, Dr. Thomas Stanton,
vice president for academic affairs,
will leave a job he loves so that he
can fulfill a double dream.
For seven years — all the time he has been vice president — Stanton
has "wanted to be a college president." His dream was fulfilled April
11, when he was named president of
South Carolina's Francis Marion
College.
But Stanton is realizing more than
his professional goals. He is returning home. Francis Marion, in
Florence, is less than 40 miles from
where he lived the first 22 years of
his life.
"My mother lives there (in the Pee
Dee region of South Carolina), I
have two brothers there. My wife has
a brother there and we have tons of
cousins there," Stanton said.
"Riding around the countryside, I
see tombstones where my ancestors
were buried 200 years ago."
Stanton said if the college
presidency wasn't in South Carolina,

he.would not have considered applying.
Stanton has "inquired into, but
didn't apply for" the presidencies at
University of North CarolinaGreensboro and Mary Washington
College. But lately, "I have loved
JMU just more and more," he said.
"I don't think I would have left to
be president of Harvard. It's not like
Harvard has been inquiring about
my ability," Stanton said. But Francis Marion is special. Many people in
that part of South Carolina could
not go to school if it weren't for a
commuter school like Francis
Marion. That's a mission for a
school that I can have a sense of mission about."
Stanton, 53, will be taking over a
state-supported coed college founded in 1970. Francis Marion enrolls
about 2,700 students and has an
overall budget of about $12 million.
JMU's budget is about $50 million.
Stanton has set some goals for
himself at Francis Marion:
"Right now, about 400 students
live on campus. I would like 1,500
students living on campus within
say, 10 years. I would like to see an
enrollment of 5,000withinthat same
period," Stanton said. **vVith dor-

mitories, you can have diversity, a
sense of identity . . . you can bring
students in from other states.
"Their average SAT scores are
perhaps 200 points below ours. Very
frankly, I want to do something
about it. I think I can have considerable influence on secondary
schools in that region," Stanton
said.
"This is a long, long term project.
I'm committing the rest of my working life to this. But I'm not certain
you can see any dramatic changes in
a year. Or even within two years.
"But the region will certainly feel
the weight of my interest," he said.
Stanton said he and the Francis
Marion presidency seem to be a
perfect match.
"I'm strong as a financial
manager, and they have a budget
problem no different than any other *
college. Working at JMU and with
(President) Dr. Carrier, I've
developed skill in developing cur- :
riculum. And they need their cur- i
riculum expanded. I relate well tb
the business community, and that's
another place where the college
wants to improve matters."
Before he was vice president,
Stanton was chairman of the
business administration department.
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SUMMIT POINT RACEWAY
PRESENTS

FROM

JMU

The Budweiser Trans Am
£F\

And the Rabbit/Bilstein Cup
and the Mid-Atlantic Road Racing
Series
May 13-14

LURA Y, VIRGINIA
A NICE PLACE TO DINE
International Cuisine
Casual A tmosphere
Major Credit Cards Welcome
Located on U.S. 211-2 miles West of
LURAY CAVERNS
703-743-6009

*

Featuring

Paul Newman

The Beatles Rolling Stones Weekend The Billy Joel Dooble Brothers Weekend
The Bob Seeger Foreigner Who Weekend The Great Lost Who Tapes New
Year Eves Special The Rock Chronicles The Stevle Nicks Concert The Rolling
Stones Interviews The John Cougar Concert The Supertramp Special The
Rush Profile The Tom Petty Profile The Linda Rondstadt Concert The Stray
Cats Concert The Journey Special The Flock of Seagulls Concert The Alan
Parsons Special The News that Rocked '82 The Asia Special The Cars
Special The Robert Plant-Led Zepplln Special The Lynyrd Skynyrd Special
The Jlml Hendrlx Special And More- Too Numerous to mention here.

And an all new Datsun
Turbo
a

Summit Point Raceway
Summit Point,WVA

It's Been A Great Year,
Thanks for Your Support

For information call (304)725-8444.

WJSY

Bring this ad for a $4.00 discount on
a weekend ticket or a $2.00 discount
on a Sunday only ticket.

FM 104

P.S.: To everyone who will be back in the
Fall,
YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET!!!

ABBEY ROAD
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James Madison University
to a
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For Summer
Celebration"
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Special Bar
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Exam Special-Only $1.00
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Good luck on exams
and congratulations graduating seniors!
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newsfile
JMU will not
extend date
for minority
applications
At least three state-supported
schools have extended their application deadlines for black students
seeking to enroll this fall, but JMU
did not.
The University of Virginia, the
College of William & Mary and
George Mason University voluntarily extended application deadlines in
an effort to meet goals for black
enrollment under the state's desegration plan.
Last month a federal judge
threatened to cut off federal funds to
Virginia and other states if they failed to make substantial progress by
next March in enrolling more blacks
in predominantly white colleges. If
JMU does not meet the goal, it could
lose $2.5 million, mostly funds
alloted for financial aid and grants.
But JMU should have no trouble
recruiting the 129 black students it
seeks for fall enrollment, said Fay
Reubush, dean of admissions and
records.

The admissions office received
about 500 applications from black
students. About 387 of those were
offered admission here. Applications will not be final until May 1,
Reubush said.
'JMU's February 1 deadline was
not extended due to lack of space in
classes and residence halls, Reubush
said.
. "We do not have facilities to ac^coifornodate additional students. We
do not have any additional available
space," she said.
Dr. John Mundy, affirmative action officer, agreed JMU should
, have no difficulty meeting the goal
for black students this fall.
"We're getting plenty (of applications.) I think we will meet our objective. There is no need for us to extend it," he said.
Forrest Parker, admissions
counselor and minority recruiter, attributed JMU's success in meeting its
goal to the students and public relations personnel who speak highly
about the university. _ Gwen Fariss

Speak Out gives
students audience
Students got an opportunity to
speak their minds at yesterday's
Speak Out held on the hillside
behind the Warren Campus Center.

Students from the Communication Arts 232 class, Presentational
Speaking, sponsored and participated in the Speak Out as part of
their final grade, said Chuck May,
one of the announcers for the event.
Each member of the class had a
prepared speech on a topic of his
choice and the floor was open to
anyone wanting to reply to a speech
or speak on another subject.
The event was scheduled from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., but by noon, the hill
was crowded with students. Topics
spoken on included Martin Luther
King, Jr., school spirit, minority
groups and the drinking age.
Also discussed were premarital
sex, class registration, legalization of
marijuana, punk rock and The
Breeze.
— Sara Fiske

Accreditation of
department delayed

Library hours
change for exams
Library hours will be extended for
exam week beginning Friday, April
29.
The exaimweek schedule is as
follows:
Friday— 7:50 a.m. - midnight.
Saturday— 9 a.m. - midnight.
Sunday— noon - 2 a.m.
Monday - Thursday— 7:50 a.m. 2 a.m.
Friday— 7:50 a.m. - 5 p.m.

The decision to grant the JMU
music department membership for
accreditation last year was deferred.
This is not a negative reaction, it
simply means no action was taken on
the application, said Dr. Joseph
Estock, head of the music department. Membership for accreditation runs in a ten-year cycle and it
ended in June 1982.
Representatives from the National
Association of Schools of Music
were sent last March to observe the
music department. When the committee made its report the commission decided not to take any action.
"NASM had some concerns they
wanted us to respond to before they
did anything," Estock said. Some of
those concerns were faculty
overload, budgetary matters-concerning the library and supplies and a
lack of facilities.
The NASM asked that a report on
the matter be submitted by May 1,
1983. Estock said his report has been
received by the commission. The
commission will meet in June and a
decision is expected to be made by
the middle of July, Estock said.
NASM is the largest accrediting
agency for music departments in
higher education.
—Becky Sandridge

A 12 speed that balances
dollars and sense.

Gitchell's Studio
5-hour photo finishing for 110, 126, and 135 films
"In by 10, out by J"

Our Traveler* has
got value written all
over it. It's one wellequipped, well-built,
good-looking machine
that hasn't priced
itself out of reach.

CAMERA SALE
Pentax ME Super $199.95 net
Yashica FX-3 $139.95 net

$199.95

25% Discount
to JMU students on all
photographic equipment
79 E. Market Street. Harrisonburg

SCHWINN®

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
1570 South Main Street, Harrisonburg

434-5314

434-5151

Bring this ad to
Music Museum this
Thursday, Friday, or
Saturday & with your
purchase of one
preowned LP, get a
second LP of equal (or
/ess) value for

1/2 Price

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10:00-6:00
Fri. 10:00-8:00 Sat. 10:00-6:00

434-R2D2
66 E.Market
Street

HEALTH CENTER HOURS
7 a.m.- 9 p.m.
433-6177
~r~

Birth Control Information
433-6941
Tues.&Thurs.
Wednesday

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
9 a.m.-2 p.m.

Visiting Hours
7 days a week 6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. 2 p.m.- 4 p.m.
iiierqencies 24 Hours

General Information

-H-

6988

Stop-In
Food Store
710 Port Road Ph. 434-8805
PIZZA
9" $2.50 12" $3.50
Cheese
Pepperoni 9" $3.00 12" $4.00
9" $3.00 12" $4.00
Sausage
9" $5.00 12" $5.50
Supreme
COORS 6 pack cans
BUSCH 6 pk. cans
MICKEY'S Big Mouth 6 pk
NATURAL LITE 6 pk. cans
BUD 12 pk
OLD MILL 12 pk
MICHELOB 6 pk
RED, WHITE & BLUE 6 pk
WIEDERMANN 6 pk
SCHMIDT'S 6 pk
PABST BLUE RIBBON N.R.6 pack
HAMM'S 6 pack cans

$2.99
$2.15
$2.09
$2.15
$4.99
$4.49
$2.69
$1.79
$1.79
$1.79
$1.89
$1.79

Kegs - No Deposit
Two Day Notice Please
ALSO

INSTUCTION

BY

PETER MILLER S DOUG KEHLENBRINK

INDEX #4700 MUS S03 SEC.1 10 - 1i 30 M iwit
DM 209
3 HRS. FINE ARTS OR GEN. STUDIES CREDIT

o

COKE 2 liter
TAB orSUGAR FREE SPRITE cans
• Fountain Drinks
• Hand Dipped Ice Cream
• Popcorn

$1.29
$2.09

Jamat Madison Univarnty
Dapartroant o» Mmlc

not paid for with atata funda

Prices Good Thurs., April 28 thru Sun., May 1

.Hacdeer.
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The new Hardee's restaurant at 785 Cantrell
taiue in Harrisonburgis now open and servin'
the Best Eatin'All Around™But that's not all that's
cootan! Cause you can stop by and register to win
one of five cash prizes!
GRAND PRIZE-$500.00
[ FIRST PRIZE $25000

THIRD PRIZE $75.00

fOURTH PRIZE-SWXOO

There's no purchase necessary but you must

$1,000
cHa'tf^es'oodSysiem* inc 1983

■» »-j-—«fc« . , » r ■ .:.:.— •

r J1C U MM7ECI
111 VflMl Kit lit?!

h»Xl. v?™^M.r)on,tmisstheliin!Cbme
V
new Hardee's Restaurant at 785Cantrell
^n^Hairisonbwg.VAfortheBesSn'
and a chance to win some big bucks!
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policefile

SGA file
SGA to help fund
jogging trail
SGA Action
Here Is a summary of legislative action
In Tuesday's Student Government
Association meeting.
Proposals Passed
The SGA agreed to partly fund from
money left over from the contingency
fund the proposed jogging trail and
pavilion across Interstate 81.
The logging trail must be approved by
the administration and will cost about
$10,000, $5,000 of which will come from

leftover funds — the general reserve account — If approved by the Executive
Council. Construction could begin as
early as this summer.
The pavilion was proposed by the SGA
and awaits administrative approval. If It
Is passed over the summer, the SGA approved funding about $15,000 from the
reserve account to pay for half the cost
of the pavilion.

The International Association of
Business Communicators were funded
$100 as requested to attend a conference
where It will receive the award for
outstanding U.S. student chapter for
1983.

The newly formed Sports Medicine
Club was funded $100 to attend a conference. Because the club was formed
recently, it missed the deadline for contingency requests, but the Finance Committee granted It an exception. The contingency account is low and the group's
request was reduced from $160.

Proposals tabled
The proposal that students with a
Grade Point Average of 3.25 or higher
can waive their advisor's signature for
registration is being considered by the
administration. It will not be passed
unless they are sure it can be Included in
the computer system.

YOU'LL LEARN THINGS IN
O.C.S.THEY NEVER HEARD Ofi
IN ENGINEERING SCHOOL
Army Officer Candidate
School (O.C.S.) It's a 14-week
challenge to your mental and physical toughness.
It isn't easy. But you'll learn
what's deep inside you. That
you have what it takes. You'll come
out strong, sure in your ability to
lead, and in great shape. You'll be
a commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise leadership
skills civilian companies put a
premium on.
If you're about to get your
degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be just what you're
seeking. Callyour local Army Recruiter.

Contact the
Army Recruiting Station
434-6691
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN
/
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Smoke detectors
stolen from Hanson
Twelve smoke detectors were
stolen from a Hanson Hall hallway
about 11:15 a.m. April 21, campus
police reported.
The smoke detectors were stolen
from C section while an electrician
was in a Hanson room installing a
detector, police said.
The smoke detectors are worth
$132.
Television stolen
A television was stolen from a Garber
Hall room sometime between 3:30 a.m.
and 8:30 a.m. Saturday, police said.
The 12-Inch, black and white
Magnavox television was stolen from
room 202, suite C, police said.
Tire stolen
A spare tire was stolen from the rear of
a JMU service truck between 5 p.m. April
18 and 6 a.m. April 19, police said.
The Goodrich tire was taken from the
truck when It was parked at the
maintenance garage behind AnthonySeeger Hall, police said.
The tire is worth $«3.
Drunken driving charged
One student and one non-student were
charged with drunken driving last week,
police said.
Student Patricia Van Horn, 21, of Norfolk was arrested about 12:20 a.m. April
21 on Bluestone Drive near Godwin Hall,
police said.
Non-student Vicky Secrlst, 19, of Harrlsonburg was arrested about 4:15 a.m.
Sunday on Bluestone Drive near Godwin
Hall, police said.

\

Leaving JMU? You can
keep up with campus events by
subscribing to The Breeze for
just $12 a year.
Just fill the form on page 10
and send it in with your
money.

Sigma Pi
Loft
Storage
We will pick up your
loft, store it for the
summer, and deliver it
next year. Deadline is
April 29.
Call 5519, 5560, or
7271 for information.

•
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JIFFY 66 AND MARKET

WORK
YOUR WAV
THROUGH EUROPE
THIS
SUMMER
Job Opportunities at The Old Country.
Working in Europe via The Old Country® Busch
Gardensls arewarding experience.
The Old Country—America's only European
Entertainment Park—needs ride operators, food
service workers, cashiers, musicians, performers,
and people-oriented people of all ages.
You'll work in beautiful surroundings with an
international flavor, meet interesting people, share
some smiles and some memories and earn a fair
wage while you're at it.
Savor the flavor today. People 18 and over may
apply in person—no appointment
necessary—at the Personnel
Office, Busch Gardens, Route
60 east of Williamsburg, Tues.Sat. from 9 am to 4 pm.
MA04«AJUXMS
VUUMUUM.Vfc.

h
S2
Blue Ribbon

$5 l d
;::::::.\:::::.:.
:i/5 KlG S
1 /2keg$27,991 /4keg$15.99

KmeriuX '"".'.

1/2keg$31.95 1/4keg$20.95

52m

1/2keg $35.99

Bud
Cigareites :::::::::
Milk

1 /2keg $35.99 1 /4 keg $23.99
Reg.$5.99 100's$6.29
iay ai
9 B
J H

GibbleChips
Dr. Pepper 16 oz. returnable bottles

H-i! P SS?!l

$1.39 plus deposit

433-8559

Congratulations
Graduates

TkeBeifa) Skop
Welcomes You To Their

Family Fun Day
Specials
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday

An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

Select Group
Of Dresses

CD

25% Off

Warner Amex
Cable Communications Inc.

Gunne Sax,
Jody,
& Esprit

ATTENTION
Warner Amex Cable
All student subscribers should do
the following before summer vacation:
. . . Arrange to terminate
service
. . . Return Converters
. . . Settle accounts

Another great year has gone by. Hope to see you next year. Congratulations to all seniors!
$2 19
Busch cans or bottles
$2*19
Natural Light cans or bottles
» ■
Bud 12 paks
••••
^99
Coors cans or bottles reg. or light
JJ-JJ

Entire Group
of Levi, Lee
& Wrangler
Cords
Sizes 27-38

$14.99

Buy a pair of Men's shorts
with a coordinating shirt
and receive 20% off both
pieces.
Select Group of Spring Sweaters
Solids & Stripes

—

Failure to ojo the above could result
in unnecessary billings and/or
other charges.
434-9979
385 N. Mason Street

25% OFF
Some 100% Cotton

Tl* Bedy Shop
Tt>« Pur pi. faMiM Q» I k. , _
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Video co
By Sara Flake
staff writer

A limited budget and delays in
hooking up with Warner Amex
Cable Communications, Inc. are two
problems plaguing the JMU video
co-op this year.
The student-produced co-op is
putting together what they plan to be
a monthly magazine television show,
similar. to "PM Magazine," It is
geared toward human interest and
feature stories within the university
and the community, said Art Kohn,

faces difficulties

§ it

producer.
Kohn would not elaborate on the
specific stories the group is working
on now.
The co-op was started out of
students' interest in having more
"hands on" experience in television
production earlier in their college
carter, said Dale Haas, faculty advisor.
The co-op is funded solely by the
university, said Scott Stanton, executive producer. The university
gave the co-op $500 for the entire
year, which he said is not enough to

run the co-op because of the expense
of video production.
"One of the cheapest video
tapes...is $10, and if you use five
tapes in one story, that comes to
$50," Stanton said. "That's a tenth
of your budget."
Stanton said he felt the university
was not doing all it could to ensure
the co-op's success. "They (the
university) want us to do this to
show off JMU's 'production prowess', but they are not willing to
fund it," he said. "They need to put
their money where their wishes

LEVTS BASICS

SALE

e

TM Original
Lavi'a Cla»»ic "MS
Had Tab Jaana to»
Man
• S.«s?7 4?
• •341
.Reg 16 98 Sat*
* Baaf •"*» •*"»

■ I ill 1
1 »-"*■ ^r^
LHJ
11 /*>•/•i//
^i^evr

Lavi'a PraWnUd Jean JacKet
lor LarHaJ
• The Classic Jean Jacktt
Cut lor Guis
• Sues S tg
• •37/
• Reg 36 98 Ml

31.99

Lewis Pre Washed
St. Leg Demm Jeans
'or Men
- So" Pre Washed
Dtnmi
• Sues ?8 38
• •307
• Reg 1998 Sala

Levis
Lavi'a PreWashed
Jean Jackal for Man
. Soil Pre Wasnefl
CiHiilorl

• Si;es 36 44
• •375

• Req 34 98 Sala
Lavi'a StoneWaihed Denim
Jeans lei Man
• Soil Wen Wu"i
Comfort
• S'/es 29 38

• •84??

1699

3259

• Req ?5 98 Sala
Lavi* Cla»JIC Jean
Jackel lot Men

• S7IS36 44
• »34?
• R.q ?8 98 Sal*

2659

21.99

Other Unadvertised
Specials
Throughout The Store

Lavi'a Super SI Lag
Jeans for Juniors

• Sues 3 13-

• »85?l
• Reg ?? 98 Sala

1899
■ivh< ..•••™« ta limit a»a»tltie. Pile. (a*4t
kite ajMaUtlM laat. Stylo, aiaaa aa* aaaalltiai
may »»iy ham staia la ■!•»•

150 S. Main Street,
Harrisonburg

are..."
Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts department, could
not verify the amount given to the
co-op. He did not say if the amount
would increase.
Another problem for the co-op is
the delay in getting JMU hooked up
to the Warner Amex Cable system in
town.
The cable company agreed to give
the university access to the cable in
exchange for the use of Burruss
Hall. Burruss houses a cable "head
end," from which programming
from the television-film center
would originate.
The cable company intends to
broadcast the co-op's show on cable,
but there are technical problems
which need to be worked out, said
Chuck Stigberg, general manager of
Warner Amex.
Stigberg said the problems are
very complicated involving
"microwave capabilities" and
"switching equipment."
When JMU is hooked up to the
cable, they will use channel eight,
said Stigberg.
He said he talked to Dr. Donald
McConkey, dean of the school of
fine arts and communication, about
lessening the cost of a hook up to the
cable. The expense would be in the
purchase of additional equipment,
depending on how the university was
to be hooked up, he said.
He expects a hook up to occur
during the summer. After testing, it
is planned to be ready for use next
fall.
Stanton said the co-op is in the
middle of production now. The lack
of a finished product is due partly to
the lack of money and the fact
students working on it have no
assurance it will be seen anywhere
besides on campus.
"It's like making dinosaur
collars," Stanton said. "You are
shooting stories that have nowhere
to go."
Despite the problems, the co-op is
still working.
"The motivation and enthusiasm
of students has been high and we
hope to continue that," said Haas.
"We've tried our best, as faculty and
staff, to stay out of their (the
students) way... with as little supervision and input as is necessary...(so
it will) truly become their program."
This is the first semester the co-op
has actually done any production
work, Stanton said. Last semester
was all research and planning, he
said.
Students in the co-op receive
credit as a practicum or internship.
About 45 to 50 students are involved
this semester who are receiving
credit; others are involved simply for
the experience, Stanton said.
Staunton Video Cable has offered
to use JMU's programming, Haas
said. American University in
Washington. D.C. has offered to
trade programs with JMU, added
Stanton. "A lot of schools have programs like this,'.' he said.
But Stanton said none of this can
be done without more money.
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2 FOR 1

-

TWIN PRINTS

2 SETS OF PRINTS AT
1 LOW PRICE

-

OF DEVELOPING ON ALL
COLOR PRINT FILM SIZES 110 - 126 - 135 - DISC
ONE PRINT EACH AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

This offer available
at the JMU Bookstore
433-6121

ISRAEL BONDS
Holders of Israel Bonds may now
redeem or sell them before maturity
at discount. For further information
and written quotation send
photostatic copies of your Israel
Bonds by air mail to:

Graduating
Seniors!
Stay in touch with all that's
happening at J.M.U.
Subscribe to c@ecBtibeze
Special Graduation Price
Only $12.00 for 52 issues (regularly
$15.00). Clip out coupon and send
with check or money order to:
The Breeze, Subscriptions
Anthony Seeger Hall
$12.00 Breeze Subscription

Israel Bonds Pre-Maturity Redemption Authority
2 Saiah E-Din Street
Post Office
x 19882
Jerusalem,, ael 91198

* Everyone Si
getting the message...

ICELANDAIR IS STILL
YOUR BEST VALUE
TO EUROPE
LUXEMBOURG
ROUMDTRIP

'489 '499 '539
FROM
NEW YORK

FROM
BALTIMORE/
WASHINGTON

NEW!

RUN PIZZA
AT
PIZZA INN.
It's thicker, cheesier, more delicious
than any pizza you Ve ever eaten before.
., y<3a»

FROM
CHICAGO

«•*".

Super APEX Fires. April 1 April 30. 1983 7-60 day stay, 14 day advance purchase required.

ALSO LOW COST SERVICE TO PARIS. FRANKFURT. AMSTERDAM AND
NICE. ANO. REMEMBER, ONLY ICELANDAIR FLIES YOU TO THE
BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF ICELAND. AND INCLUDES ALL THESE EXTRAS:
■ Free deluxe motorcoach from Luxembourg to Frankfurt, Dusseldorf,
Cologne, Bitburg. Mannheim, Wuppertal and Kehl, Germany. ■ Bargain
car rentals from $99/week in Luxembourg. ■ Free wine with dinner,
cognac after.
Icelandair to Luxembourg. Luxair connecting service to other destinations.
(Chicago-Midweek Fare.) Purchase tickets in U.S All lares subject to change and government
approval. See your (ravel agent or call 800'S55 1212 for the toll-free Icelandair number in
your area.

ICELANDAIR
NOW mom THAN WR

rauKiiiT mui wwROPt

1*9* "A-*

*
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QQc PITT a ^V one pizza, next
aST" r ILL<X smaller size, 99c
Buy any large or medium size pizza at regulv menu
price and get your second pizza, of the next s.naller size
with equal number of ingredients, for only 99<r Present
this coupon with guest check
Coupon not good with other discounts or offers
Only one coupon

Pizza ianl ■
M
May 1983

per visit please
hxpves

l5cihS Main, 4i;i- 2(344

.1
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Adventure!
now offered at
James Madison
University
1 credit hour
Leadership Laboratory
9402...MSCI 001... 1500-1700...TH
Equipment and protective
clothing provided free.

; \

An outdoor laboratory.
Subjects range from
mountaineering, rappelling, land navigation, wilderness survival to marksmanship, water safety, rafting and small group
leadership problems.
Knowledge is gained by
actually doing!
answer questions, call Opt.
Aubrey Holmes at 433-6355 or stop
by the second floor of the new
stadium building, Room F 211.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE
JMU ARMY ROTC

J
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Meals For Kids Start At Only 9

Mother's Day Special

FOR MOMS ONLY!
\

TWO FOR $7.99
Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

$3.99
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants for Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, May 6,7, & 8,1983.

TWO FOR $7.99
Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

TWO FOR $7.99
Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

STEAK & SHRIMP DINNER

BONANZA

TWO FOR $5.99

TWO FOR $7.99
Rib-Eye Steak Dinner

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

TWO FOR $5.99

Special Chopped Steak Dinner Special Chopped Steak Dinner
Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

Offer includes entree, potato, piping hot bread,
and all you can eat from our fabulous Freshtastiks
Food Bar. Coupon good only at participating
Bonanza Restaurants. Coupon expires 5/28/83.
Good for any size party, all day 7 days a week.

LUNCHEON

®

LUNCHEON

«l-99

foodBar. 3>J-.^**
Offer includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants.
Coupon expires 5/28/83. Good for any size party.
llAM-4PM,Mon.-Fri.

BONANZA

BONANZA

Offer includes piping hot bread, and all you can eat
from our fabulous Freshtastiks Food Bar. Coupon
good only at participating Bonanza Restaurants.
Coupon expires 5/28/83. Good for any size party.
llAM-4PM,Mon.-Fri.

BONANZA

GOOD ONLY AT PARTICIPATING BONANZA RESTAURANTS
BLACKSBURG.VA
Gables Shopping Center
WAYNESBORO.VA
1501W. Broad St.
HARRISONBURG.VA
829 E. Market St.
(Near Cloverieaf Mall)

DANVILLE, VA
Riverside Dr. at Danville Plaza
ROANOKE, VA
5515 Williamson Rd.NW
3900BrambletonAve.SW
(Cave Spring Corners Shopping Center)

STAUNTON.VA

906 Greenville Ave.
LYNCHBURG.VA
2420 Wards Rd.
(Near River Ridge)
SALEM, VA
260WildwoodRd.

RICHMOND, VA
1776ParhamRd.
(Near Regency Square)
161 East Belt Blvd.
4713 West Broad St.
5004 Nine Mile Rd.
(Near Eastgate Mall)
11401 Midlothian Turnpike
(Near Chesterfield Mall)

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA
1525 E.Rio Road
COVINGTON.VA
Mallow Mall
RADFORD.VA
U.S. 11 at Rt. 114

Advertising supplement to the Roanoke Times & World-News, Lynchburg News & Advance, Harrisonburg News-Record, Waynesboro News-Virginian, U.Va. Cavalier Daily,
CharlottesvUle Progress, Staunton News-Leader, Danville Register & Bee, RichmondTimes Dispatch& News Leader, Va. Tech. Collegiate Times, James Madison University Breeze,
Christiansburg News-Messenge r. University of Richmond-Collegian, VCU-Commonwealth Times, Covington Virginian, Alleghany Highlander, and Va. Union University Informer.
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Up Tight?
Frustrated with exams? Fed
up with studying? Get it all
out of your system by taking a
sledge hammer or a splitting
axe to an automobile! Saturday at 11 am, until it's gone.
Call 7285 for more information. (Rain date: Sunday).
Where: Lambda Chi Alpha
House. Corner of Cantrell
and Main.

CANDLELIGHT
INN
317 S. Main St.
Bridgewater
Now Serves
Italian Home Cooked
Cuisine
We Will Be
Featuring
a Graduation

Buffet
Friday May 6 at 7:25
Romantic Atmosphere
Wine and Beer
Available
Reservations Please
828-6776

Looking for journalism expereince? Try the

Summer Breeze
Plenty of positions are available. Anyone interested
should call Alan Neckowitz at 6118 weekdays before
noon.

\

Let us Clean & Store your Rugs & Winter Garments for
the Summer. Pick them up in the Fall upon Your
return to College. For further information call

WHITE WAY
LAUNDRY
8B CLEANERS
52 Carlton Street
Cloverleaf Shopping Center.
DIAL 434-6656

,
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Shoneys
Qiarbroiled
thicken Dinner
4.69
$

Generra*—the exquisite
men's sportswear you'lt love,
now for juniors too!
All cotton and cotton blend fabric in appealing prints, fashion colors.. .beautiful!
Men's slacks, $20-$26.
Sport shirts, S20-S22.

For juniors
Pants, t-shirts, vests
and shirts, $14-$25.

Leggett of Valley Mall. Phone 434-4477.
Open Monday-Saturday 10 'til 9.
——■
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DEPARTMENT OF RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

CONGRATULATES
This Year's Intramural

WINNERS

BASKETBALL
MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY

White Hall
Oz's
CCM
Regal Beagles

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY

AXP
Artificial Snow
Sigma Kappa
Delta Sigma Pi

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY

Pi Kappa Phi
Delta Gamma
8th Wonder

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY

TKE
Allied Forces
Sigma Kappa
The Mafia

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

Pseudo Runners
Kappa Sigma

SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

CROSS COUNTRY

Sigma Kappa

SWIMMING

Sigma Nu
Sigma Kappa

BOWLING

Ikenberry
Strikers

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

Delta Qamma

SKIING
TKE
i-

Sigma Kappa

WRESTLING

TRACK & FIELD

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
MEN'S UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY

Theta Chi
Theta Chi
Average Black Striders
Sigma Kappa
Average Black Striders

GOLF
MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

TENNIS
MEN
WOMEN
DOUBLES: MEN
DOUBLES: WOMEN
MIXED DOUBLES

FRISBEE
MEN
W

Theta Chi
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Dave Luther (fall)
Don Comer (spring)
Beth Gray (fall ft spring)
Dave Hadsell &
Doug Hadeell
Paige Wlrt ft
Llsanne Hauck
Steve Qoode ft
Jane Boswell
Tim Nearos
. Tracy Demlch

M E N

H 0°R S E SHOES
MEN

T^1NTENN.S
MEN
WOMEN

Jamee Hall
Len Russell
Joanne Alston

MEN'S PROS
MEN'S ROOKIES
WOMEN'S PROS

MEN
WOMEN

John Rader
Bev Nelson

MEN
WOMEN

Mike Hlchwa
Jane Boswell

BASKETBALL FREE THROWS
BADMINTON
MEN'S SINGLES
WOMEN'S SINGLES
MEN'S DOUBLES
WOMEN'S DOUBLES
MIXED DOUBLES

DECATHLON
CROSS-COUNTRY

Kevin Berry
Peggy Tollver
Art Wallace ft Jack Giordano
Kathy Koch ft Peggy Tollver
Ken Batsman & Liz Leggett
Greg Downer
Brian Hamrick
Lynn Rasor

MEN
WOMEN

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

BASKETBALL ONE-ON-ONE

SQUASH

SOFTBALL

MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP
& UNIVERSITY

RACQUETBALL
MEN'S INTERMEDIATE SINGLES
Steve Meeks
MEN'S OPEN SINGLES
Davs Strickland
WOMEN'S SINGLES
Bev Nelson
DOUBLES: MEN
Rob Crocker & Matt Hancock
DOUBLES: WOMEN
Lin Manelski ft Elaine McFaul
MIXED DOUBLES
Bev Nelson ft Cralg Osborne

Sy Simmons
Lisa Dlggs
Gerald Taylor III
Annette Fleet

GOLF

MEN
WOMEN
SWIMMING
MEN
WOMEN

Chris Owens
Marshall Hopkins
Dave Ellena
Beth Martin ft Pattl Bledsoe (tie)

BOWLING
MEN
WOMEN

Paul Albright
Norma Moles

MEN
WOMEN

Tony Taylor
Sue Rlcheson
The Mafia
His ft Hers
Star

TRACK & FIELD
CO-REC BOWLING
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
CO-REC SOFTBALL

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1982-83
INTRAMURAL HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES
Jane Boswell, 8th Wonder, Chris Dunn, PI Kappa Phi

1982-83 OFFICIALS OF THE YEAR
ROBIN McFARLAND & LENNY McDORMAN
SOFTBALL-Dave Harris
SOCCER-Bob Palcovics
BASKETBALL-Ken Woodburn VOLLEYBALL-Amy McKenna

1982-83 SPORTS MANAGERS OF THE YEAR
JARL BLISS-Sigma Nu

ROBIN SHEETS-Delta Gamma

CHAMPIONSHIP DIVISION STANDINGS (FINAL)
MEN: 1. Theta Chi ft Sigma Nu (tie)
3. Kappa Sigma
4. TKE
5. Pi Kappa Phi
WOMEN: 1. Sigma Kappa
2. Delta Gamma
3. Alpha Sigma Alpha
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 1983-84
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES STAFF
Undergraduates: Angela Hensley, Sue Noon, Robert Palt, Hunter Smith, &
Jay Wellenann
Graduates: Patricia Connor & Patricia Montagano

• THANKS FOR JOINING US! *
SEE YOU NEXT YEARI

Don't Spectate -Participate !

▲

HoJo's
By Charles Taylor
features editor

As the lights go off one by one
on campus, things are just
getting cooking for the midnight shift at Howard Johnson's.
The restaurant, at the intersection
of Port Republic Road and Interstate
81, has become a staple for late-night
students who want a break from campus life, yet need enough action to
stay awake.
"It's a good place for my friends
and me to go out," said JMU
sophomore Dave Raimist. "We can
go out and eat — not like D-Hall.
Usually, I come here because I'm studying and I need a break."
On the other hand, junior Lisa Niday said, "I come in here three or four
times a week, usually so I can study. If
I'm in the (dorm) room, I usually
conk out and go to bed."

But there's little chance one will
sleep at Ho Jo's once the bustle of the
midnight rush begins. At various
times during a weeknight's 10:15 p.m.
to 6:30 a.m. shift, three waitresses and
hostess handle the whims of a variety
of customers.
Dawn Arbogast, a 19-year-old
waitress and JMU student who lives at
Howard Johnson's, said, "We get
truckers, college students armed with
pillows and notebooks, and then there
are your townies that come in after
work."
"It's hard to find people to work
this shift," said assistant manager
Marine Dovel, who usually manages
the midnight shift. "You've got to be
very unique."
According to Elizabeth Comer, an
assistant restaurant manager, "During the day, you've got families and a
constant flow of customers. During
the midnight shift, you've got the bars
closing and everyone coming in at the

Howard Johnson's will usually go through 500 to 650 eggs during the
eight-hour midnight shift. Shown here la cook John Emrlck.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)
>*
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After midnight,
it's the place to be
same time. We have to have people
who are stable and able to handle this
clientele."
Judging from the usual atmosphere
at Howard Johnson's, this is no problem. "I like the hours and I like
wait res sing work," said Glory Alger,
a hostess, part-time manager and
waitress who has worked at Ho Jo's
for 14 months. "It's just a nice comfortable place."
Arbogast said, "The people who
come in that late are nicer, friendlier.
Nighttime people are less withdrawn
and don't mind when a waitress actually talks to them. If I wasn't working there, I'd be there. I might as well
get paid for it."
Entrees ranging from the popular
$.99 "Early Bird Special," — two
eggs, toast and coffee — to burgers,
fries, sundaes and sandwiches make
the menu appealing to students. "My
favorite is a toss-up between a ham
and cheese omelet and the Super Sundae," said JMU senior Dawn
Bonham. "The service is usually pretty friendly and fast too. It's just a
good place to meet people and talk
and cut up."
Employees agree. "Midnight is the
madness shift. I think between 12 and
6, everyone's emotions are sort of in
an uproar," said Linda Helmick, who
buses tables and washes dishes during
the midnight shift.
Judy Moseley is a waitress best
known for the Girl Scout jacket she
often wears with her uniform. She
said, "There's a different clientele
during this shift. These people let their
hair down."
But the customers aren't the only
ones willing to be themselves after
dark. "Would you like your steak
well-done or medium, sir — or should
I just knock him over and bring him
in?" questions Vada Murphey, a
52-year-old waitress with carefully
permed auburn hair and a slow, gentle
style of waiting tables. "I love the kids
that come in. They're my favorites.
I'd say 95 percent of our customers
are students (during the midnight
shift) — except over spring break.
When ya'll go away, it's like a morgue
in here."
Like any business, things don't
always progress as smoothly as they
could. Sometimes customers are
disruptive or rude — and more often
— drunk.
"The biggest problem is their
mouths. It really gets filthy at times,"
Dovel said. "There's no nice way you
can do it. I tell them to watch their
mouths or leave."
"It depends," Murphey said
"Sometimes I tell them to zip it — zip
up their mouths and be quiet. They
usually stop, and then they come back

and apologize. I guess I look like a
mean old mother."
Moseley adds that a waitress can
learn to read customers "as soon as
you walk up to the table. You can
answer their questions and that's it
(when they're rude). Sometimes,
though, you can say something and
break the ice."
"A few are obnoxious, yelling rude
comments across the restaurant,"
noted Nancy Dellinger, a petite,
19-year-old waitress working her way
through the Elizabeth Brant School of
Business. "But I just have to be patient and bear with them. I really can't
be rude, because it reflects a lot on the
restaurant."
"Maybe I deal with them a bit differently," said Jane Dooley, a

WHt

Nineteen-year-old Nancy Delllng*'' *
Jo's moat popular after-mldnlght am •
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\bove, waitress Vada Murphey serves late-night coffee to JMU
students Bob Kennedy, Liz Kelly and Brian Dniry. The seven
valtresses who shara the midnight shift estimate that more than 75
percent of their customers are students. At right, Dawn Arbogast
fleshes a welcoming smila while working the Ho Jo's counter. Arbogast Is a JMU freshman who not only works at Howard Johnson's,
iut lives there.
(Photos by Yo Nagaya)
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•» a hungry crowd with Ho
• - the Big Breakfast.
(Photo by Yo Nagaya)

waitress who has been working at Ho
Jo's for almost two years. "I've raised
five children of my own alone. I talk
to them, I get sterner, and then if it
gets to a point, I ask them to leave and
come back when they're in better
shape. That really doesn't happen too
often though."
Midnight shift waitresses are paid a
$2.25 hourly wage, while waitresses in
the other shifts receive the federal
minimum wage of $2.01. But that
doesn't include dps.
"I make really good tips," Dooley
said. "It seems like students are
another family. They get to know me
and then tip me well — most of
them."
According to Alger, "It vanes.
Most of the time, students don't tip as
well since they usually get the $.99
specials. Besides, they don't have a lot
to tip with."
Student Lisa Niday agreed. "I think
most of their prices are good, but I
usually can't tip very well. I feel really
bad about it, but I'm just not a rich
person."
.
««I waitress when I'm home, which I
think makes me a better tipper than
the average," said JMU junior
Michelle Duprey.
Even with inconsistent tipping and
occasional discipline problems, the
midnight-shift waitresses' complain
most often about their uniforms.
"God, I hate these things.
Polyester!" screeched Dellinger.

«-A

Njhe Ho Jo's uniform is a rustcolored dress with a decorative plaid
apron covering the front. Dress
lengths vary dramatically from
waitress to waitress — and yes, they
are polyester.
"As far as stooping, someone's going to make a smart remark. You're
always conscious of it in these
uniforms, and we don't have time to
be thinking about it. I wish we had
pants," Moseley said.
Assistant Manager Comer said she
knows of the complaints, but because

the uniforms of the waitresses must
match that of the waitress on the
menu, they'll probably remain as they
are.
Meanwhile, things at Howard'
Johnson's will also remain the same,
flurrying and a bit unique — for the
students and the employees. "They're
young, they're crazy," said Helmick,
describing JMU students. "As far as
their eating habits are concerned,
they're messy. But they're fun.
Meeting the young people — that's all
right."
>

■
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Artworks Gallery hogs photos
By Constance Walker
assistant features editor

M~-

Pigs, they're everywhere. They
pork out in D-Hall, they wallow in
the sunlight and they grunt in class.
And now you can see them ham it up
in front of the camera at the Artworks Gallery in Zirkle House.
This is the fourth year the University of Nebraska photography
department has held a pig picture
championship.
^.
The NE Pig Pictures "erhibit is an
exchange show of student
photography work. JMU photi-art
was also sent to the University of
Nebraska and will then go on to
Wright State University in Dayton,
Ohio.
According to Sandy Wassenmiller, assistant director of New Image Gallery and a native of
Nebraska, "The term pig is used
loosely."
Hammy pictures range from pig
portraits to people pigging-out and
wearing pig shirts, from pig shadows
to pig parts.
Anyone interested in seeing lounging pigs, sleeping pigs, curious pigs,
toy pigs or even tails of pigs, the Artworks Gallery in Zirkle House will
satisfy the urge.
Dave Reed, a photography professor at the University of Nebraska,
sent Christmas cards with pig pictures in them the first Christmas he
was in Nebraska, recalled Wassenmiller.
"That's how the whole theme got
started. It's now grown into other
mediums like sketching and painting. We are trying to get people involved other than just the university.
"Anyone can enter. As a matter
of fact, it's encouraged," Wassenmiller said.
Trophies are awarded for first and
second place, and ribbons are given
to those deserving honorable mention. The judging is done by those
associated with art, but not
necessarily in the University of
Nebraska art department.
"It's the spirit of the thing," said
Wassenmiller. "The event allows
students to have some fun."
Fifteen photographs and one sketching are displayed at the gallery. No
specific categories exist for black
and white, color, or other forms of
art.
The Artworks Gallery is located at
983 S. Main St. The NE Pig Picture
exhibit will be at JMU through May
5. Gallery hours are noon-4 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
2-4p.m. Sunday. There is no admission charge.
.

The Nebraska pig group ham It up during Its stay In Colorado, where
It goes for a photography symposium each summer. JMU's Sandy
Wassenmiller and Ed Rumbaugh, an art student at the University of
Nebraska, designed the 1983 logo for the competition. (Photo
courtesy of Sandy Wassenmiller)
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WASHINGTON, D.C/S NEWEST SALOON
JOIN US ON YOUR SUMMER VACATION

4926 Wisconsin.Ave., N.W.

966-5832

Congratulations
JMU Grads
For the finest & freshest
food in town

Experienced at
charlcatures,
advertising, etc.
for

Seniors!
JMU
BACCALAUREATE
SERVICE
Friday, May 6, 7:00 p.m.
Emmanuel Episcopal
Church
S. Main & Cantrell

JM's
Pub and Deli

Honoring 1983 JMU Grads
and their families.

HELP WANTED

ARTISTS

See Bob. Bring Portfolio

Organ recital at 6:30p.m.
Sponsered by JMU Christian
groups.

All are welcome!

MINI STOR-IT
Public Storage
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES FOR STUDENTS

• Full dinner menu, plus sandwiches,
snacks and desserts
• Fresh fruit and vegetable bar
• Cocktails - Entertainment Nightly

Call 433-9146 for reservations
68-70 W. Water Street
(across from the parking deck)

MINI
STOR-IT

U-Store It
U-Lock It
U-Keep the Key
LOFT STORAGE
ALL SIZES A VAILABLE

Call Now For Reservations
Office & Resident Manager
433-I234
140 K. Mmby Rd. (Jusi off S. Main Across From Nichols
Shopping Center) flarrisonburft

HAVE FUN AND GET
CREDIT
TR Y ORIENTEERING
Introduction to Orienteering...2 credit
hours
6202 MSCI 102 / PE 152 1000-1145 MWF
6213
1400-1545 MWF
A BLOCK 1 COURSE.
This course introduces the student to orienteering, a
challenging life time sport that requires both mental
and physical individual effort in an outdoor environment. It is designed to provide the student
with the necessary knowledge and skill to successfully participate in organized orienteering events
to the intermediate level. Maps, compasses, and
textbooks are provided by the Department of
Military Science. If you have any questions, call
Cpt. Aubrey Holmes at 433-6355
OR STOP BY THE SECOND FLOOR OF THE
NEW STADIUM BUILDING, ROOM F 211

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
JMU ARMY ROTC

Going for a title
Rugby Club aims at East Coast Championship
By Steve Lockard
Sports editor

The JMU Rugby Cub won't be
doing much studying this weekend.
No, the players won't be spending
their time partying. Instead, they
will travel to Philadelphia to try to
become one of the top four teams in
the nation.
That's right — the entire country.
The club is in the finals of the East
Coast Championships and two wins
this weekend will put the team in the
final four next weekend.
Not bad for a bunch of guys
usually noted for their national
caliber beer drinking.
"Beer. It seems that's the image
people have of us," said Scott
Stephens, club president. "We have
a lot of dedicated atheltes, but people don't realize that."
What people are starting to realize
is that the JMU club is good. Very
good. So good in fact that it went
down to Clemson, S.C., for the first
two rounds of East Coast playoffs
two weekends ago and returned
without even being seriously contested.
A 23-9 whipping of N.C. State
and a 23-3 romp over South
Carolina set up a match with Florida
State on Saturday.
If the team wins, it will face the
winner of the Navy-Massachsustes
game for a berth in the final four.

"We felt like we could go
someplace this year," Stephens said.
"We've been playing together for so
long."
Not a big team, JMU relies on its
quickness.
"We're faster than most teams,"
Stephens said. "Sometimes we give
up some size in the scrum."
The club is run entirely by
students and the coaching duties are
handled by senior Rick Stockhausen,
one of two players graduating in
May.
Stockhausen explained while the
game of rugby is more complex than
most people think, a team doesn't
have a specific game plan.
"There are no set plays," he said.
"A team has a general style. You use
that and modify it depending on the
team you're playing."
In order to be playing, the players
must be paying.
Since it is a club, the school does
not cover all its expenses. According
to club treasuer Tim Batchelor, the
team received $800 from the SGA
contingency fund and has had two
sponsor nights at JM's which have
helped, but the rest is made up by the
players.
So it's off to Philadelphia this
weekend. They'll take their books,
but you can bet exams won't be the
first thing on their minds.

JMU Rugby dub Treasurer Tim Batchelor fights for ball in practice
F
Tuesday. (Photo by Yo Nagaya)

Marathoner beats injuries for 3rd trip to Boston
By Daniel Flnnegan
managing editor

Felicity Shepherd isn't sure what her exact
time was in this year's Boston Marathon. R's
not important to her.
Her objective was not winning the race, or
even finishing among the top 50 women. All she
had wanted to do was complete the race.
Her goal might not seem too difficult for a
woman who had run the Boston Marathon
twice already and who had run in eight
marathons since beginning the sport in 1979.
But this was a new Felicity Shepherd. This
was the Felicity Sheppard who had battled
anemia, suffered a stress fracture of the left
thigh and had sciatia (inflammation of the long
nerve running down the thigh) since competing
in the Boston Marathon in 1981.
"I never thought I'd make Boston this year."
She was not able to train from September to
December of 1982 because of the sciatica. She
was left with two months to train before running in a marathon to qualify for Boston.
Her task was made more difficult by her orthropedic surgeon, Dr. David Brody. He cut
speed drills and hillwork out of her training
,

program and allowed her to run only 60 miles
per week.
"I had to start over from square one," said
Shepherd, who is in the process of getting here
teaching certification here. "I didn't start training for my quailifier until January. I didn't

7 remember thinking,
7 have to get to
Boston, I have to get
to Boston.9 That's
what kept me going.'
think it would be enough time."
Shepherd ran in the final qualifying race of
the year, "The Last Train to Boston", in
Edgewood, Md., on March 5.
Fighting 20 mile per hour winds, she finished
first among the five women in the race and her
time of 3:19 qualified her for Boston.
"I just made it — 3:20 is the cut-off. I
remember thinking, 'I have to get to Boston, I

have to get to Boston.' That's what kept me going."
Boston is a special place for Shepherd and
distance runners at large. The city becomes a
mecca for marathoners on the third Monday of
each April. New Englanders come out of hibernation for the event — an,estimated two million
lined the 26.2-mile course this year.
"You don't run a single step without people
there to cheer you on. The crowd really gives
you that adreanaline you need," said Shepherd
Because of her low qualifying time and the
huge number of runners in the marathon,
Shepherd started the race a few hundred yards
behind the starting hoe^
The congestion continued for the first two
miles, which Shepherd covered at a tortoise's
pace of 24 minutes. She picked up the tempo,
and covered the first 10 miles in 78 minutes
three minutes off her projected pace
Shepherd was "fine until the 22nd mile."
Then she bagan to feel the pain in her legs. She
finished the race easily, but the next day, "I felt
like an old lady."
or?!^' ^time' "Somewhere a»>und 3:16
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Reeves' homer in 9th
climaxes Dukes' win
By John Castaldi
assistant sports writer

What makes a baseball game exciting?
How about a runner thrown out at
the plate, or a collision at home
where one player gets ejected.
Maybe four lead changes, or, to top
things off, how about a two-out,
ninth-inning, game-winning home
run.
Anyone of these things could
make a game memorable, but in
JMU's 6-5 win over Longwood College Wednesday all these things happened.
JMU coach Brad Babcock was the
first to admit the Dukes didn't play
well, but the crowd walked away
form the game satis fled.
The last thing the fans witnessed
was Mike Reeves' two-out homer
sail over the leftfield fence.
Reeves said he had never hit a
ninth-inning game-winning home
run in his career.
"On the bench they told me to
look for the fastball. I guess he just
threw it where I wanted it," Reeves
said.
As dramatic as Reeves' shot was,
catcher Steve Cullers was involved
two of the most exciting plays of the
game.
In the seventh inning, Cullers applied the tag as centerfielder Jeff
Kidd threw out David Rumberg trying to score on a two-out single.

In the eighth inning, Cullers was
caught in a rundown between third
and home. After four throws Cullers
barrelled over Longwood catcher
Doug Toombs in front of the plate
and was ejected form the game.
"I was just trying to reach the
plate," Cullers said. "There was
nothing else I could do."
Throughout the game the Dukes
couldn't quite seem to shake off the
pesky Division II Longwood team.
Babcock said, "Longwood has a
good team. When you play a Division II team, you feel the pressure.
The only way to save face is to win.
But they're as good as many of the
Division I teams we play."
The Dukes can't afford to let up
as they draw closer to ECAC South
tournament time.
Four of 10 teams in the conference
will participate in the tournament
here in May 12, 14 and 15.
The Dukes certainly are in the
front-running for a tournament bid.
The team's 26-7 record is the best in
the ECAC and they are 10-1 in
league play.
"The thing about the playoffs is
it's strictly a mental thing," Babcock
said. "We've already beaten all the
teams we'll have to play.
"We know physically we can beat
them. It's just a matter of putting it
together in the pressure situation."
Much of the pressure will be on
the JMU starting pitchers: Jack
Munley, Justin Gannon, and Dennis

This collision got Steve Cullers ejected. (Photo by Gary Smith)
Knight. The Dukes will be hoping to
go with the three-man rotation all
the way to and through the playoffs.
"We've been forced into it (a
three-man rotation) because we
don't really have fourth, fifth, or
sixth starters that have been impressive. With the weather, we-»
haven't really needed them," Babcock said.
"This team's character and intensity is better than most clubs I've had

for a long time. I think that's the
biggest thing," he said.
This year the Dukes have depended on defense, pitching, and team
hitting, rather than the home run
power that has boosted JMU in the
past.
"I think this team has resigned
itself to the fact that it's not a home
run hitting team," Babcock said.
But nobody told Mike Reeves
that.

Heilman ends career with five goais

Dukes down Virginia in season finale
By John Ordovensky
staff writer

Sarah Heilman finished her collegiate lacrosse
career with a bang.
The JMU senior score five goals to lead the
Dukes season-ending 16-13 upset over the University of Virginia Wednesday.
The Cavaliers are ranked second in the state, but
the third-ranked Dukes used a sharp passing game

I
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JMU's Stephanie Allen confronts UVa.
defenders Wednesday. (Photo by Greg Fletcher)

to run past the visitors.
With the score tied at 1-1, Heilman took a nice
pass from Robyn Dunn and scored to put JMU
ahead to stay. Virginia stayed close, but whenever
the Dukes had their lead threatened JMU responded.
With two minutes left in the contest, the score
was 15-13 and the Cavaliers had the momentum.
But a couple nice saves by goalie Chris Bauer ensured the victory for the Dukes.
Bauer also received some help Wednesday.
Twice in the first half, She was caught out of position and both times junior Stephanie Allen stepped
in the net to deflect the shots on goal.
The win gave the Dukes a final recojd of 10-7,
which according to coach Dee McDonough, would
have been better if-the team was more consistent.

' 'Some games we were real good, and some we
were real bad," McDonough said. "When we're
on, we can play with any team in the country."
The Dukes proved that today, and in a win over
the University of Massachusetts early in the
season. The Massachsusetts team is currently ranked fourth in the nation with an 8-1 record, and
many JMU players feel that win was the highlight
of the season.
"That was definitely our best game of the year,''
said Maria Longley, who is the only other senior
on this year's team.
Junior Sue Peacock led the Dukes this season in
both goals and assists with 36 and 16 respectively.
Heilman finished with 34 goals, Sue Cox had 30
(four against UVa.), Dunn ended with 27, and
Joyce Metcalf chipped in 20.

Thurman signs with Cowboys
JMU senior Mike Thurman, spurned by the National Football League's draft, has signed a freeagent contract with the Dallas Cowboys.
Thurman, a four-year letterman at defensive
back, agreed to series of three.one-year contracts
on Wednesday. If he makes the Dallas roster, he
. will be paid $50,000 his first year, $58,000 his second year and $80,000 his third year.
Thurman had been contacted by several NFL
teams prior to the league draft (held Tuesday) and
a representative from the Dallas organization has
been in Harrisonburg since Monday.
Although disapointed at not getting drafted,
Thurman is pleased with his situation.
"I was hoping I would get drafted," Thurman
said. "The Cowboys have been the most interested
in me. They think I can make a contribution to the
organization. .• t f e . *>/••* i t >*!•/■•' \

Thurman, who is second on the JMU career interception list, will report to Dallas on May 11 for
a three-day rookie camp.
"It's gonna be hard," Thurman said. "If I work
hard ... I think I have a good chance."

Whittaker honored
JMU freshman infielder Todd Whittaker has
been named Co-Player of the Week in the Eastern
College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Southern
Division.
Whittaker hit .533 (8-15) with three doubles, one
home run, five runs scored and 12 RBIs while
leading JMU to a 3-1 record last week.
Whittaker shared the ECAC award with Winfred Johnson, a pitcher-designated hitter, from
East Carolina' University:

JMU PARENTS
Reward your JMU student and yourself with fine dining
at Christopher's. Veal, lamb, seafood,
CQHp
delicate sauces, fine past ries and
desserts. Masterfully prepared, Impeccably served. Dinner 5-10 Friday
and Saturday May 6 & 7;

Drinkin'
buddies.

■—\WTWW

(703) 433-9457

51 COVKT •QWM

RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED

ROSE SPECIAL
7^ '/zdoza-n
OMH t CARHY
U)Hii.e TUB* X-*ST
- AT ©OTH LOCATIONS —

I

VALLl

201.5 S- MAIM

Dod Distributing Verona, Va.

W-573 L

Midway Market

Where can I find a music store
that will give me straight
advice, low prices, and cut
out the baloney?!

157 Warsaw Ava.
(From JMU'a South Main St. Entrance,
Qo 1 Block Wast of Stoplight- on right)

434-7948

Thursday - Sunday

//

BEER
CoorsBpaks
$2.98
Coors12pak
$5.69
Coors Light 6 pak
$3.03
Coors Light 12 pak
$5.79
Heineken (reg, dark)... .$3.79
Budweiser 12 pak
(reg.& light)
$4.99
Michelob (reg. & light) ..$2.79
Lite 6 pak cans
$2.59
Molson's
(ale, beer & golden) ... $2.99
Moosehead
$3.29
Schmidt's Piels, or
Wiedemann
$1.79
Coy
$1-49
Busch or Old Mill
12pak
$4.29
Busch, Natural Light
cans
$2.19
RETURNABLES
(cs. 24 plus deposit)
National Boh
$5.99
Busch
$8.89
Old Mill
$7.99

Coors

a

KEGS
Old Mill V* keg
Bud V* keg
Coors V* keg
Old Mill Vi keg
Busch Vz keg
Coors Vi keg
BudVikeg

..$17.99
$23.99
$22.99
$28.99
$30.99
$35.99
$35.99

OTHER
Coke, Sprite, Tab,
Mr.Plbb6/16oz.btls. .$1.99
RC single 12 oz can
$.39
7-Up (reg., diet)
616 oz. bottles
$1.99
Weyman & Bruton
tobacco
Buy 1-1 free
Chips 7 oz
$.99
Chips 11b
$1.89
Pretzels 12 oz
$.79
1 lb.
.$1.69
Cheesecurls % lb
$1.39
Cigarettes (reg.)
$6.29
100's
$6.49
Ice small
$.69
large
$.99

$9.79
Open Nightly
Till 12 Midnight
24 hour film processing

-j

Can ■ JMU graduate (*72) write convincing ad copy to get you to come see
us in our ultra-low-pressure environment for super deals on JVC, Pioneer,
BOSE, Alpine and Sanyo stereo components? Or a Yamaha guitar? Can I
take you to lunch? But seriously...

£BASF
For tha bast recordings
you'll oral makt

■IBASF 90
I ProfessbndU

Limit 5

$2.88

PRO n - A pure chromium
dioxide high bias tape lor the
most demanding
recoidings-a tape that combines the world's lowest back
ground noise with superb
high lrequency response

Plus: Tracker® Record Care Systems Now $2.98

MUSIC -N
ELECTRONICS
26 Pleasant Hill Road

434-4722

classified

Classified sds In The Breeze cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is needed.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday'a Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursdsy's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, communication arts department, Jamas Madison University, Harrlsonburg VA 22807, or may be delivered
to The Breeze office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall, at Qrace and South
Main streets.
Categortee Include personals, for sale,
for rent, help wanted, services, wanted,
roommates, lost, and found.
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County
amsR/amEnjOHHf

H6Y/ THE CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE NE6PS
YWRWnE...h€V7

CM0N...I KNOW YOU'RE
IN HER£ HAVING AN
"INTIMATE CONFERENCE'
WITH B06BI HARL0W...

OKAY,
HNKtey...
LIGHT UP
THAT 6NR..

VA KNOW, POLITICALLY
SPEAKING, YOU'RE
BEING VERY
IRRE5P0NSIBl£.
HOLO ? ueuo?

Hey/ voom/

/

HEY/WHOA'
NO0O7YHERE
BUTU5
FLAMMABLg
FROGS/

Help wanted
Process mall at home I $30 per hundred!
No experience. Part or full time. Start Immediately. Details, send self-addressed,
atsmped envelope. Haiku Distributors,
115 Walpalanl Rd., Haiku, HI 96706.
Earn 6600 or more each achool year.
Flexible hours. Monthly payment for
placing posters on campus. Bonus baaed
on results. Prizes awarded as well.
600-526-0683.

X

Mr 50 THE MEAK5W PARTY'S
NOMINEE FOR THE VICE-PRESIPENCY RETIRES TO PONFERTHIS
New ANP WHOLLY 0N50UCJTEP
SITUATION...

JUST HOW PO THEY EXPECT
A FELLOW TO PROPERLY FRemRE
FOR THOSE SPECIFIC PUTIES
PHP RESP0NSIr>ILITIE5 OF AN
AMERICAN VICE-PRESIPENT.?

OPUS WAS, OF COURSE,
A NATURAL FOR THE JO0.

-, SIGH ■

Nawapaper carriers for next fall and spring! It's quick and easy. Call Tamml for
more Information! x5613.
Camp Counselor. Ilve-ln, for learning
disabled children, ages 10-15, June
13-August 7. Call Resident Services
Director, M-F, 9-5, (804) 203-9069.
Man for yardworfc, painting and general
maintenance. Part-time now; 3/4 time all
summer. Apply In person at Laurel
Street.

—^

OfttYjrflO

NKJmt

Wanted: lady for general houeecleanlng
2 or 3 daya year 'round. Apply In person
st Laurel Street.

in m OH

SORRY FOLKS'
JU5TA...UH,

Lrme

BREAK

IN THE ACTION.

ACK/

\

Csmp counaalora, male and female, for
month of July. Need naturalist, WSI, CPR
qualified person and song leader,
preferably with camping experience.

For sale
Bkieetone Loft — sleeps three. Ideal for
Glfford or Wayland Hall. Cheap. Call
Mike. 4146
la It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts todayl Call (312) 742-1142, Ext.
5090.
Swap Shop — new location. Used furniture of all kinds, bedding, appliances of
all kinds, books, antiques, many
novelties. Beside Wetsel Seed Co. parking lot. 135 W. Market. Something for
everyone.
Sofa, table, rug and curtains only $30.
Call Brenda, 433-3303.
L-shaped loft - fits Bluestone or
Village. Call 4051.
Sturdy! Stained! Straight Space Saver
easy to aaeemble loft, with shelves—$80
negotiable. Also tan rug—$25
negotiable. Call 4032.
Sofa—bed: Attractive couch opens Into
full size bed. Ideal for apt. or dorm room.
Great condition. $85. Call 433-2724.
Loft — aturdy and stained. Village/Lake
dorma. Price neg. (Rug too!) Call Cath or
Mary 5032/Ding. A303A.
Chair — Good condition. $10. Call Llss
433-2724.
Desk and dresser—good shape. Best of
fer. Barb 433-3097.
2.2 Cubic Ft Refrigerator - Good cofldltlon. $30. Cell 4599.
Village loft $45. Brown rug completely
covera A room floor $45. Call 4314.
Completed my book, THE WAY I SAY
AMERICA, anticipate publication. For
copy Information contact P.O. 3801, Ken
Sullivan.
,

Lost
Laat chance to return my red-garnet gold
ring left In the girl'a bathroom of library
laat semester. PLEASE don't let me go
home bummed. Cell 433-2724. No questlons esked.
Help! Loat a burgundy clutch purae In
the Godwin Parking lot Monday morning.
Left on top of the car while unpacking. If
found, pleaae call Gwen at 4426. Reward
offered I

Morbid Comics

by Dave McConnell and Scott McClelland
-v
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Wanted

Found

Roommate(a) or sublet wanted, MayAugust, two-bedroom house, across
from campua, utilities Included. Rent
negotiable. Call 434-7922.

Village key at Dlngledlne B102 party
March 19th. Call 5827.

Roommate: Fall/Spring/Summer, 2
bedroom, furnlahed except for your
room, pool, A/C, cable, wall—to—wall
Srpetlng. $182.50/month plua electric.
II 434-6256.
Glrie. Don't live on 5th floor Eagle this
summer. 'Beat It' on over to our mansion
for May and summer. $79.81 negotiable.
434-6911.
Roommatee for summer or fall. New
Madison Square Townhouses. Three
bedroom, washer/dryer, AC, cable, fully
furnished. $115 summer, $150 fall. Carla
434-8737.
Roommate — own bedroom In Squire
Hill. $70 plus electric. May/Summer.
Pool, tennla courts. Call Mike 433-4716.

Services
Abortion — outpatient aervlcea, birth
control and option counseling. Strictly
confidential. Hagerstown Reproductive
Heelth Services — a clinic for women.
Conveniently located near 1-61 In
Hagerstown, MD. For Information or appolntment call collect (301) 733-2400.
Typing Benrloe —19 years experience. $1
per page. Mra. Price, 879-9935.
Mini-Storage — Don't move It home,
Store It I Student retee. 433-1000.
Typing, reasonable rates. Only one day
notice needed. Call Ellen, 433-1093.
Summer toft storage. $30, Includes hauling. Call Steve st 433-5254,

PIG ROAST BARBECUES. Experienced
with
referencee.
Book early.
703628-6602.
Exporlenoed Typast — $.80/page. Laat
minute work accepted. Elalno_434-4008.
Storage for Summer — eee our ad.
Reasonable rates Mini Storlt. Phone
433-1234.

For rent
Harris Gardens Apartments. Students
welcome. 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms start at
$222 per month. All utilities Included. 1
year leases. Hours: 9-5 Mon-Frl. Contact
Bob Rivera, 434-6569.
New — 3 bedroom — $395.1 bedroom —
$225. Utilities furnished. 434-0183.
Housing for next year — male students.
Two blocks from campus. $75-695 per
month, utilities Included. 234-8247 after 6
p.m.
Rooms to aublet for the summer. $100 Includes utilities. 433-3275.
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For rent
Summer sublet: Spacious University
Court townhouse. 2 single bedrooms
available for women. Fully furnished.
Swimming pool. Walking distance.
433-8674.
Sublet for May/summer. Madison
Square. Walking distance. Only $80 per
month. Females preferred. Call Brenda,
433-3303.
Sublet: A room In the most on-campus,
off-campus housing available, the house
Just behind Wine-Price. Includes bath,
kitchen, washer/dryer, and a great view.
May-August. $90 monthly. Call Rick at
434-0065.
Room Holly Court. Available August.
$86.67 plus 1/3 electric. 4347801.
Ideal location. Just 2 blocks from campus. Heat included, fully furnished. Foxhaven Apartments, $112-140/month.
Females preferred. Call James at
(W)896-1500, (W)434-2966, (H)434-4873.
Sublet: 1 room in Squire Hill. Furnished.
Rent cheap. Washer/dryer. Swimming
pool. Available June—Aug. 434-0468.
Sublet: 1 room In Park Apartments. Need
bedroom furniture only. A/C. Swimming
pool. Rent negotiable. 434-0468.
Available June—July.
One bedroom, unfurnished apartment.
South Avenue. $225. 433-0136 after 5:30.
Rooms: Now renting for next year and
summer sublets. JMU females share
house. Singles, doubles, furnished, unfurnished. Reasonable rent, four blocks
from campus. 434-0670, 434-7475.
Summer sublet for female in fully furnished townhouse (Madison Square).
One block from campus. $100/month.
Call Jackie 434-2712.
Sublet: Room in Squire Hill. Furnished.
Washer/dryer. Swimming pool. A/C.
Rent negotiable. May/Summer. Call
Mark 433-0559.
Roommates for 3 males to share 3
bedroom townhouse at Madison Square.
Washer/dryer, air—conditioning, 2
blocks from campus, furnished. Call Jeff
433-1688.
Townhouse — needed, 1 roommate, pvt.
room, full kitchen, wall to wall carpeting,
2—1/2 blocks from campus. Year lease.
Call 433-2473.
Sublet: June—August. 3 bedrooms in furnished townhouse 2 blocks from campus. Females! Rent negotiable. Call
x5032, x5133or x5035.
Wanted. Male to sublet for May session
and/or Summer. 3 blocks from campus.
Washer/dryer. Fully furnished. Rent
negotiable. Call Doug 434-1993.
Summer sublet Furnished 3 bedroom
townhouse (Shank Apartments). 1—1/2
baths and A/C. $75 per person. Call
434-2235.
Rooms for May/Summer. The Lodge 242
Cantrell Avenue. Close to campus across
from Rocklngham Memorial Hospital.
Call Pete 434-6636.
One and Two bedroom apartment adjacent to campus. Call 433-1584.
Bedroom In Squire Hill. $70 plus electric.
May/Summer. Pool, tennis courts. Call
Mike 433-4716.
;
Sublet: single room In large house 1 mile
from campus. Completely furnished.
Available
June—August.
Rent
negotiable. Call Rebecca 4359.
Apartment— summer/fall. 2 bedroom
$265, utilities Included. Call 433-0268.
Too Cool for School Housing? Don't be
sad by missing out on our pad! $79.99
(negotiable) 1-2 or 3 girls needed.
434-69II.
Country home with 4 or 5/bedrooms
available immediately. Large kitchen and
living room, 3 baths. $95 per month, plus
share utilities. 433-1873.
House for lease: 5 bedrooms, 2 baths.
Lease and security deposit required. Call
434-3884, Ext. 20 for further details.
Small apartment available In May. $150
per month, plus electric. Air conditioned,
stove, refrigerator furnished. Swimming
pool available. 433-1873.

Personals
Roope — The end la near but the middle
has been so much better because of you.
I really love you and I'm very proud of
you. To our years ahead. T.B., B.R.B.
Ike and Zaeh — I say we drown the user
chick In Screech Pond. If Zach couldn't
find It I doubt anyone elae can. Let's not
get schmucked again. Jake.
Congratulations to all the graduates In
Alpha Chi Rhol We're really going to
mlaa you - so come back and visit often.
Thanks for great times and great
memories. Love from those left behind I
Happy Birthday to the May Crows:
Llsa(8), Negrl (22), Jerry (31) and Marcella
(31). Love the Little Sisters.
Happy Birthday to the Crows born In the
Summer June: J. Scott (9), Paul (11), Lee
(15), Steve M. (24), Al (29). July: Eddie (1),
Danny (16), Cralg (19), Tundra (23), Helen
(23) and Ronl (28). August: Janet (15), Joe
(15), Diane T. (17), Stu (21), Mary M. (26)
and Allen M. (30). Have a great summer
everybody I Love the Little Slaters.
Bullet-Head: You've been a fabulous little
brother -1 couldn't have asked for better!
I'm gonna miss you and your erazlneaa
so much! Please keep In touch. I love
you. Cory.
Mark Negrl: Believe It or not - you were -1
choice for my big brother. Happy Graduation you wild and crazy guy!! Thanks for
all the aweek surprises. I'm really gonna
miss you. Have fun at geology camp.
Keep In touchl I love you. Cory.
Tim: I nose we'll roll together In May.
Let's BIO BIOI I'm CELLULITELY In love
with you, THE PONY EXPRESS.
Kathy — Thanka! See ya In the fall. Jeannle and Denlse.
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
OUR
GRADUATING SENIORS: John Carlisle,
Dave Cornelius, Paul Demarah, John
Frothlngham, Greg Gardner, Johnny
Grace, Bob Kaufhold, Dave McLean, Dan
Ronskl, Rick Salpeter, Bill Talbot, Mike
Wright, Jay Scutter, Mark Gooch, Danny
Gutzmer, Brad Reck, and a special goodbye to Richard Eye. Best Wishes — we
love yalll SIGMA PI LITTLE SISTERS.
Dooo: you can catch up on your sleep
because UVA has a boring basketball
team, SA—RA: Hope Bill and Mary's
place haa International speculations,
Roxanne: say oolaia to France and JM's
frogs, who could It be but Amy roomie?
Watch out second ploor Chandler! See
all ya'll this summer. You're the best.
Alias: Dooo, suey, munchkln, and even
me. Susan.
Ronl — 'Look at me.' Thanka for all the
great tlmea this year. (Jo's, AXP, beat the
clock.) Also for lending an ear when I
needed It. Hera's to ua next year In the
real world — wherever that Is!
Remember, when In doubt — catch 'em
being good, or PUNT! Lorl.
Theresa — No more bubbleheadl Like
wowl It was a great year. The Romantlca
and Beatlea — finally! we overcame —
Lorl.
Roeae — we've come a long way from the
losers In Eagle. (I hope!) It haa been a
'swell' time. Here's to getting drunk at
your reception. I'd better catch the bouquet — I need any and all outside help I
Oreo.
Hey Sweetie, I'll mlaa you this weekend
but good luck on the Big Rugby Tournament. I LOVE YOU! Love Kay.
What's the matter sweetie? Only one
week left together. Thanka for aharlng
the laat 18 months with me. We will be
together thla summer. I love you, Ronnie.
Rockherdoni — well sweetheart, here's
your personal. You've made thla
semester one of my happiest. I hope I've
done the same for you. I'll always
remember Abbey Road, Geoff'e bar, pink
champagne, Almaden, ice akatlng, the
prom—formal, tickling, wreatllng, D.C.,
and of courae March 26. You're the
greatest. All my love. Your Little Girl. P.S.
Ich mochte dlch bumssn.
Chris — thanka so much for listening
and for being my 'big brother.' Will miss
you! Your 'little sister' M.
48: I'm psyched for May Seeslon! 51
and gaining rapidly.

M.C. — Let me maximize your marginal
utility. Inelastlcally yours, Dr. A. Widget.
M.C. — You don't know me. I don't
understand what Dr. Widget wrote, but
who wants to, Eh? Say Hi to your sister.
The guy you met several times but don't
remember.
To Drunk: What a week! Spotswood,
Beam, Meta, Seaver, Coors, The Extravaganza • • • Bonzal VII11 Next week.
Going Mobile! Sayanara Big Guy!
Have you seen H yet? The controversial
Humorist Manifesto Is now being
distributed st Midway Market, and It's
FREEI
Ken — Good luck In the 'Big Corn' world.
Stay In touch. Sincerely, one happy-golucky guy (with an F).
Laurie, Melany, Sue, Dana — I'll mlaa you
guya next year! Thanks for the fun and
beat of luck In the future! I love you all!II
Jamie
Prua, we're sorry that you won't be com
Ing back next fall but we wish you all the
best at Tenneasee Temple. Good Luck
and we'll see you at the beach In August!
Shark, Slick, Schroed, Hugh, Johnny,
Mark, Steve, Brian, Blenn, John, and
Mlkk.
Exams got you down? Frustrated? Impotent? Get out your frustrations by
smashing a car to bits. Come destroy a
car at the Lambda Chi Alpha houae, corner of Cantrell and Main. Sledge hammer
and axe hlta $.50. Saturday 11 a.m.—2
p.m.
Mark, Jack, Sharon — Let's start a tradition ... Celebrating Wednesday playing
quarters with wine! Maybe we'll play
longer next time! Denlse.
Martha M. — So I heer you had a GOOD
time Saturday night. Want another drink
gator? Your AQD buddy.
'Say we're at Ho Jo's' Is your door still
unlocked? If not, will next year be better?
Ha Ha — me.
Skip Castro — Friday, May 27th at The
Other Place. 434-9233.
RIPCORDS — Say goodbye Sparx-Sharx
and Hell 'Cords! Thanx for 12XU. To the
guy wa alammed/abuaed — don't wear
sunglasses at nlte and don't tell the band
to 'blank' off unless you have a real attitude
Devon — Just wanted to wlah you luck
on your wild adventures out Weat. Keep
In touch. Love, Cindy.
Alison — You've made it a little eaaler for
ua to be apart. You're a great friend.
Thanka! PWM/REH.
Norms Larocque — You've been the beat
Big Sis a Zeta could ever hope for. We've
ehared some special times that I'll never
forget. Thank you for all the long talks
and advice. Next year I'M be loatl I'm gonna mlaa you alotl Alwaya remember 'Zeta
Is Forever.' Zeta love, Petti.
Sharon and Lies — We are going to mlaa
you! It haa been a greet year — pizzas,
quarters, water battles, popeyo, long
dlstsnce calls, mint mllanos, brickie
cookies, and don't forget the partying.
Beet of luck at UVA and USCI We love yal
Elaine, Kathy, Laura. Beth, Martha, Julia.
Chipper, Welt, Jet, Jay T.V., Bra.
Youthful: Thanka for a fun year. Eat a Terraplnl Super P. Super
Sperkptuge: Scott, Chrte, David, Kevin,
Scott end Chuck! Just wanted to thank
you guya for the awssoms music thla
year. You all are lantaaMo. I'm so glad I
got to know you. Hope to see and hear
you at the beech thla summer. Thanka
again lor your friendship. Mary.
Future Wild end Crazy Surtemetee: Now
that I have your attention, I Just want to
tell you I love y'all and thla year wouldn't
have been the ssms without you and our
favorite R.A.—Aim! Thanks, Guys. —
Sony.
____^
Men's Rugby Club — We hope you ell
come together this weekend. Try herd —
Womon Ruggers.
-_
Scrumpbuddy — When you're drinking
Stoleys over the summer, remember me
and the Sunday after Spring break! Tell
her when you get your own money. Still
need math help? Your 'FRIEND.'

Beet of ruck to the Seniors of Sigma Kappa. May your life be filled with success
and happiness. We'll miss youl Love, The
Sisters of the 'Mystic' Bond.
Shoreman - Thanka for all the flicks,
tickle pink, card games, Ray cram sessions, smokes, noon munchouts and
boogie tlmea. Be careful! City Slicker.
Devon, Grandma, J.B. and Sweet MMQC:
Ya'll have made thla year full of happy
memories. I'll miss each of you Immensely. Much success...and may all your
dreams come true. Love, Qaygles.
Muffy: You finally got a personal —
B.F.D! Thanks for a year of: D.L.S. syndrome; the heavenly aroma of roses and
tuna; Manson music; two raw egges;
unlimited expanse account; broken
lights; broken knees; answering services;
O.P. articles; and the ever popular windup. A heart felt so-long to the Matriarch.
Love and klaaea-The Orphans of the
Waldorf Hysteria.
To all 'THE BOYS' and THE GIRLS': you
folka have made college all It's cracked
up to be -the beat parties, memories, and
friends a person could ask for. Long live
the STUD Club end Its lovely little sisters.
Sorry I didn't 'suck face' with all of you
giris-but then again, It'a never too late.
Beat of luck to all you guys: PB and Hack
w/your hotdog stand; Luddy and
Schray-1995 Nobel Prizewinners for finding a cure for cancer, King-future Air
Force One Pilot; Strlck-JMU's own Marty
Hogan; LJ-hotel magnate; and Jay WillieNo. 1 forever buddies. All you other Glfford 1st floor buddies-It'll never be the
same. Chris, Rlko, Duck, Jo'Mama-we'll
see you again. Later folks. Love, me.
Bonnie: You made this year great. I'll
miss youl Dawn.
Roale 'MOM': Thla family rules-glad I'm
part! Love, Dawn.
Cheryl, Kathy, Marybeth, Tracy: Parting
Is sad, but remember me whenever you're
having fun because you're Impersonatlng me. Love, Dawn.
Patio furniture of the world unltel You
have nothing to loae but your chairs!
CFEF.
[
To B.C. Thanka for a super time this past
weekend. I love you. You are a special
person In my life and have been alnce
December. See you May 6th. I love you.
Knight.
Establish your credit nowl Apply for
Maater Card through Delta Sigma PI pro
feaalonal business fraternity. Call Kelly
at 433-5708.
To my Lalbachln Montee, Thanks for the
patience, warmth, and laughter you've
ahared with this senior. Love. PAB.
Tammy — Going to miss you lots. You're
the beat! Delta Gamma wouldn't have
been the aame without you. Love, Diana.
RS — I'm going to mlaa you. Next year
will be tough but we will make It. Love ya,
Diana.
GARFIELD IMP) Thanka for a wonderful
year - for being such an Important part of
my life! Remember alwaya romantic
candlelit dinners, big red cushions ily,
out study, skiing, and our 'dear friend "s
claaal I'm looking forward to the future Happy Graduation I God bless you
alwaya. With all my love PSQ.
My Working Man (Need a apank little
boy? I knew that would gat ya'!) What a
year It'a been! So many times I could
never have pictured this - but we muet
have aomethlng extra special to have
weathered It all and even to be better for
It. (We can make It lust 2 more weeks!) I
can't wait to epend the beat summer with
you! (Will J.A. find out? Sooner or later.
Ha, hal) Good luck with all your work
Lots snd lots ot love. Your S.B.
Markle: Thanka for so much. Until next
year. Love, Hosebag.
■•» Ope" — What a fun and alcoholic
year. Cheers I LBO.
Susan, As you begin snother stage In
your life, I just wanted to thank you for
letting me be a part ot It. Love Doug.
Barb: Who are ya? Who d'you love? Me
tool! Mary.
^^^^
Domlnlck, you finally got a peraonal!
Thanks for going to ths Valentine's Dsy
Psrty. Gins.
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Robin, Debbie and Mark: 'Southern Skies
are Rainy, Darrell Waltrip still sucks, This
poem don't rhyme, But It sure is beachy.'
Remember, we're all O.R.F.'sl Guess
who?
Jon Jon — Sophomore year (No. 1)
remember - white OP's, wrecking
(thanksl), POSC, droopy ass, flshts(i), the
Eatery, AMC, my jean Jacket, your fortune, the nickel, senior year -- your Idea,
waiting for Mom and Dad, outside line,
Niagara Falls and water bed. To be continued. Much love, Hog.
Mona — Thanks for coming back this
semester. I couldn't have made it without
youl I'm really going to miss you. Take
care of Pumpklnhead. Call him...Valerie.
Hey SayB — I love you — Tex.
Bkj Joe, You're a great R.A. Best of luck
In the future. Hanson A-203.

Hey Weaver Boys: Thanks for all of the
entertainment this semester. Memories
of the overnights, the steakhouse,
American Pie, parties (with and without
frills), I have nevers, blow-drying, beerthrowing and assorted others will always
be deeply engraved In our hearts and
become legends to our future generations. P.S. Heeeyyy Dick — here's to
Ghandl and groovy times at Glfford!
JRF — Thanx for being such a great
friend. Hang In there — 8 days and countlngl You'll survive! Love yaf, LS.
Warn and Little Mare — It won't be the
same without youl I We love you!!
Hagan-Head, Hog, Bid Mare and Anns.
Pop's Boys — Thanks for a great season,
and a great year. Have a good summer.
You STAR 2nd Baseman.
Pol, Lope, Jo-Jo: Here's to graduation
celebration—Cheers! Best of luck — I'm
going to miss you! Love, H.
To the dedicated members of Logan's
Hall Council — Thanks for all your hard
work! Good luck, seniors. We'll miss you!

Shawn, BK, Scott 8. Budda Bear
Forever. Ya gotta love...Ocean City In
March...; To both Steve Millers and Jerry
P. Thanks for rescuing me from Neuman
Lake and other problems; Jeff Dlckerson:
'Have a Party'; John C, Pete C. and Mitch
N. thanks for looking out for met Don
Parr B.I.LD. Thanks Guys — Terry.
Chloe - This If finally It! Merry
Christmas/Happy New Ysar/Hsppy
B-Day/Happy V.D./Happy Easter/Happy
May Session/Happy Summer. Happy
Everything! BIFI
Bear — The year; orange, knob, houserockers, formal, champagne, dinner,
snuggles, DISarrono, and much more.
V.B.
Lauren and Janet — I'm really going to
miss you both. You're really special people! Thanks for everything. Take care Cheryl.
T: You've been the best roomie ever,
even if you are Polish (and from New
York). BYU or no, we'll always be close. I
love youl Jilly.

Tonight. THE ALTERNATIVE sppearlng
with the Cool Rays — The Other Place.
Laurie, Great Falls, 'Knowing Spot...,'
Soccer In 320. Athletes like pain, 38
Special, Chicago, Tom Petty, Brian, the
Plugs, the Jo's commercial. Thanks, buddy. Love, Barb.
Sparkpluga, Did I hear somebody call,
'Last round for alcohol?' Thank you all
for a great year of great music. My
antlers are up to you all! Love, Barb.
Pol — It'a been great I The bull snow
body thumper Rodeo continuous happy
hours partying during finals and all the
boys! I'll always remember and miss you.
Save some fun for me next year — the
pushover BW.
Llrtdy, J-T, Vermin: to my best friends
ever. Let's sip (both drinks) Champagne
'til we break Into smiles. Someday we'll
take that cruise with varloua J.B.'s for
entertainment. We'll survive...next year
not so far away and by no means alone.
Y'all are, WAY the Best. Love Always, T.
Bear.

Admissions suggestions — The following

Traffic fines — The JMU office of police and safety has Isaued a reminder to students that any unpaid
traffic© fines or towing fees must be resolved prior to
advanced registration for claaaea. Students with unpaid fines are requested to stop by the campus police
office between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. weekdays.

announcements
Events

Student Crafts — will be displayed from noon to
4 p.m. April 28 In Moody lounge.

Wildfire suppression semlnsr — presented

BookSSlS volunteers — Slgn-ups for volunteers
for ths tsll SGA bookssle are now posted In sll dorms,
the SGA office and the Commuter Student Office.
Anyone who works four hours will be eble to buy their
books early. For more information, contact Mary Ann
Dodd at 4120.

Dy the U. S. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture
from 6:90 p.m. to 8:50 p.m. Mondays and Wednesday
from September 7 to October 3 In Burruss 14. Students
must attend this course and pass physical test to participate In forest lire suppression activities on the
George Washington National Forest. Sign up In Burruss 312, or call 433*225 before September 7.
Special Olympic HuggerS — are needed tor
the area Special Olympic games being held at JMU.
Anyone Interested should attend a meeting at 11:30
a.m. May 1 at the track field, or contact Oebby Lung at
433-3513
MUSIC In America — a study of music stylss
trom folk through modern country and bluegraas, will
be offered In May session. For more Information, contact Mr. Kehienorlnk at 6253.
Marching Royal Dukes — is accepting appucstlona for the fall of 1963. Information can be obtained In Wampler 23, or by calling 6656.

International Relations club — presents
James Nelson, director, Canadian Desk, U S. Department of State, speaking on U.S. — Canada relations st
4 p.m. April 28 In Blackwell Auditorium.
Art Exhibitions — The following art exhibition
can be seen In the Sawhlll Gallery of Duke Fine Arts
Center Monday through Friday from 8 p.m. to noon, 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., and on Saturday and
Sunday from 1 p.m. to S p.m.: "Blueatone HIM to JMU:
Madison Memorabilia" April 25 to May 5. An opening
reception will be held In the Gallery at 8 p.m. April 25.
The following exhibitions cen be seen In Zlrkle House
Monday through Thursdsy from noon to 4 p.m. and
Sunday from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.: New Image Gallery —
holographs by JMU Students" April 25 to 28. Artworks Gallery — "Fourth Annual Nebraska Pig Picture
Traveling Student Photo Show" April 25 to May 5.
Music performances — Kathy Brown will sing
in s graduate recital at 8 p.m. April 28 In Wilson
Auditorium.
There will be student recitals featuring Brooks Boz
man playing the cello at 3 p.m. and Mac Lambert sing
Ing at 8 p.m on April 29 In Wilson Auditorium.
The Tn-Stste Jazz Featlval will be hsld sll day April
30 In Latlmer-Sahetfer Theatre.
' A graduate recital featuring Claudia Jones playing
the piano will be at 3 p.m. May 1 In Wilson Auditorium.
Tennis Clinic — for faculty and staff of beginning
and advanced beginning levels will be conducted May
16 to 20 on Warren Courts. To sign up, call Maria Meierba at 6527 by May 10.

General
The University Writing Lab offers individualized help to students working on papera or reports, studying for esssy exams, writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar or preparing to take the GRE. LSAT
or GMAT. For more Information call Mra. Hosklns at
6401 or stop by Sheldon 209, Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Counseling Center — The Counseling Center
offers personal study skills and vocational counseling
for Individuals and groups. Call 6554 for more Information or corns for walk-In service between 3 end 5 p.m.,
Mondsy through Thursday, In Alumnae Hall. No appointment Is needed.
Notice from the post Office — Mall Incorrect
ly addressed will be returned to the sender It known,
otherwise It will be placed In the Dead Letter Box and
discarded after 30 days.
Surveys must comply with the procedures sstabllshsd by ths vies president for student affairs.
Campus mall sent to students must hsvs lbs correct
post office box number.
Student to student mall must be In a 6 3/8 x 3 5S or
larger envelope.
Campus mail will not be used to advertise personal
or other business ventures.
Candy or food Items cannot be sent through campus
mall. Items of this type will be discarded.

suggestions an offered by the admissions office to
JMU students tsklng summer courses st other colleges to transfer credit to JMU: Secure a Permission
to Take Courses for Transfer Credit" form from the
records office, Wilson 104. Receive approval from
'records on altgenerai studies and elective courses.
Have your department chairman sign the form If you
sre tailing a course In your major or minor, and return
to records. When you complete the summer course,
leave a request with the registrar of the visiting college
or university to send an official transcript to the JMU
admissions office. An evaluation of credit will be sent
to you by JMU admissions when the official transcript
Is received.
Faculty Studies — The library Is accepting applications for faculty studies and carrels for the summer. These ere available for assignment to faculty
members who sre actively engaged in continuing
research and who require Immediate continued access
to library materials. Applications can be obtained from
the coordinator of public services In room 223 of the
library.

Library schedule — for final exam week: April 29
— 7:50 am. to midnight; April 30 — 9 a.m. to midnight;
May 1 — noon to 2 a.m.; May 2 through 5 — 7:50 a.m. to
2 am.; May 6 — 7:50 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Roth Theater tickets — are available in the
Commuter Information Center for only $2.50. Tickets
are goo* for any movie and are valid for one year at any
Roth Theater In the area or In Northern Virginia.
Fsll registration — April 21-29. AH account
balances to Include tuition, fees, music, tuition
deposit, overload, and fines must be paid prior to
registration, If not covered by pending financial aid except GSL. Account atatus may be verified at the
cashier's window, Wlleon Hall.

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU.

Escort Service — The fraternities of Alpha Chi
flho and Theta Chi are offering a free escort service.
The operstlonal hours are aa followa: AXP, Monday
through Thursday from 9 p.m. until midnight, phone
5394; Theta Chi, Friday through Saturday from 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m. and Sunday from 9 p.m. until midnight, phone
5798 or 5887.
Chrysalis The 1983 Chrysalis will be distributed Friday, April 29, free of charge In the campus center.
Disciple* — Disciples sponsor a Bible study on
the book of Acts every Mondsy at 7:30 p.m., room E.
WCC.
PELL Checks — are available at the cashier's
window In Wilson Hsll from 8:30 a.m. to noon and 1
p.m. to 3:30 p.m Monday through Friday.

\

GRADUATION
HAPPY HOUR
Friday and Saturday
May 6th and 7th
mtttsg
»v«Htu«»iXACH •»<
•JMGC*

1010 S. Main St.
433-1101

ALL DAY

JOHN

RT

D.

EILANO CO. INC.
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Musicland presents a

11

CRASH COURSE IN
MUSIC APPRECIATION!
Save now on these new albums and cassettes.
MI:NA7\VCNK
CARGO

including
OMffM/ft* A Mistake >H*gh VV.rr
Or Hec-yit A Hi jrv*
Settle Down My Boy

WILLIE NELSON WITH
WAYLON JENNINGS
TAKE IT TO THE LIMIT
including
NO Lov. Al All/Why
/Wny DolHaw
Do I Hn to Choc
W» HM It U/HOMOM
AH/HomaMMIBound
BUcluaeli CouMyCnama

EARTH, WIND
& FIRE
POWERLIGHT
including
Fall m tow WHti Ma Spraad Your Low
S.O. B» SiO. In. SOOM 0( LOW

.

MICHAEL
JACKSON
THRILLER

inducing
»0"»"B fwm »»A KcCanny)
ThUBaf/B*. Ba aWIBi jMn
wanna B> sunm iomalar

SALE
PINK FLOYD

JOURNEY
FRONTIERS
irieludkng:
Sepesaw Ways (WorltH Apart)
Sand Mm Dry Love'Chem Reaction
Mr fht FaaVFatVrfulry

THI FINAL CUT

■ ncluO.no
<bu> Poaalbla Paau/Tna Gunnart
Tn# rMftcn#f "VnOflil Hot*
Not Now John/The WnaJ Cut

CULTURE CLUB
KISSING TO BE CLEVER

Do You RoaHy Want To Hurt Ms
T«na (Clock 01 Tha Haarl|/I ll Tun** a y.

i(lkm»LiMI«iii

CARLOS SANTANA
HAVANA MOON

Cassette
orLP

mcKjomo:
Havana Moon/Thay AlfWant lb HaiKo
Oaughlat 01 Th. Mont
Waicn Vour swp/Who Do **, Low

J

i

Save big on these CBS Nice Price best selling albums and cassettes.
/•
Bob Dylan HARD RAM
Boz Scagga DOWN TWO THEN
LEFT
Lou Rawls WHEN YOU HEAR
LOU, YOU'VE HEARD IT ALL
Valerie Carter WILD CHILD
George Duke DON'T LET GO
Kenny Loggins MQHT WATCH
David GHmour DAVID GNJMOUR
Ted Nugent WEEKEND

WARRIORS
Boomtown Rate A TONIC FOR

THE TROOPS
Frank Marino & Mahogany Rush
TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED
ENan FoJey NrGHTOUT
David Johanaan IN STYLE
Lene Lovfch STATELESS
Crystal Gayte MISS THE
MISSISSIPPI
Joe Perry Project LET THE MUSIC
DO THE TALKING

Clip this coupon and
save on cassette care.
Sale ends May 7,1983.
Valley Mall
Phone:434-6862
■«■>•

easl

Elvis CceteHo GET HAPPY!
Mahavtshnu Orchestra
THE BEST OF
Herbie Hancock MONSTER
Surf Punks MY BEACH
Various Artists GREATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70's,
VoLI
Various Artists GREATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70's,

Vol. ■

Various Artists GREATEST
COUNTRY HITS OF THE 70's,

VoLI
Moiry Hatchet BEATIN' THE ODDS
Various Artists THE COWBOYS
Psychedelic Furs THE
PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Garland Jeffreys ESCAPE ARTIST
Barry White A Glodean White
BARRY A GLODEAN
Dan HM PARTIAL SURRENDER

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
L

Dukes of Hazzard THE DUKES OF
HAZZARD
Paul Davis THE BEST OF
Chicago F YOU LEAVE ME NOW
Tyrone Davis GREATEST HITS
Chi-LHes GREATEST HITS
Rita Ford MUSIC BOX HYMNAL
Moa Bandy SINGS THE SONGS
OF HANK WILLIAMS Joe Stamptey ENCORE
Tammy Wynette ENCORE
Johnny Paycheck ENCORE
George Jones ENCORE
Chariy McClain ENCORE
George Jones A Tammy Wynette
ENCORE
Moe Bandy ENCORE
Bobby Bare ENCORE
David Allen Coe ENCORE
Marty Robbins ENCORE
Lynn Anderson ENCORE
Johnny Cash ENCORE

CLEANER

SALE

JI99

■■fP Cassette

49c

Buy any two prerecorded cassettes in stock priced $7.99 or more each and get
TREX cassette deck cleaner for Just 49*. Offer good through May 31,1983.
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hindsight
A year review
A long, strange trip it has been. Another year
shot to hell, and we still haven't done any of those
things we've always said we would.
But here's what did happen:
»»■ Beer — Future 19- and 20-year-olds breathed
a sigh of relief after the Virginia Senate refused to
raise the drinking age to 21. The House and Gov.
Robb backed the 21-for-beer bill, but compromised with the Senate at 19.
The SGA's legislative action committee served
JMU students well by making three trips to Richmond to fight the age increase.
*■ Less beer — The ABC raided a Washington
and Lee fraternity house for serving beer without a
license in October. ABC inspector Buddy Decker
said in December that JMU Greeks could be the
target of similar raids. JMU had allowed Greeks to
sell tickets to parties.
In January, university policy remained unchanged, allowing Greeks to accept donations for invitations. But Decker said this month that the current
university policy is illegal. Decker said enforcement of alcohol laws would begin next fall.
► Desegregation — The Justice Department
finally approved Virginia's plan to desegregate
state colleges.
For JMU, that means 129 new black students
must be enrolled this fall or JMU risks losing
federal funds.
► Fire — A William and Mary dorm burned
and a 22-year-old JMU senior died in an apartment
fire in January, raising several questions about onand off-campus fire safety.
The process for an RA to report a fire to the fire
department is a time-taking mess that could cost a
student's life. We appreciate the administration s
concern for false alarms, but not at the expense of
student property and life.
We are happy to report that many apartment
complexes with student populations are installing
smoke detectors.
*■ Snow — A 20-inch snow fall on Feb. 11
canceled classes for the first time since 1962 and
beer stores made one helluva killing.
►* Suspect Tylenol — Three bottles of ExtraStrength Tylenol from a batch linked to the deaths
of seven people in were found in the JMU
bookstore.
*• Lottery — Lack of interest made the lottery for
the distribution of basketball tickets unnecessary.
It was only used for three games.
► Sports - The Dukes' football team repaid U
Va. for a 69-9 whipping three seasons ago by
upsetting the Wahoos 21-17 in Charlottesville
Sept. 18.

UVA had the last laugh, though, when Ralph
and the Hoos beat JMU in basketall 51-37 at the
Convocation Center in early December.
The Rugby Club won the state championship
and the prestigious Ed Lee Cup by defeating
former state powerhouse Virginia Tech. The team
now goes to the national tournament.

Cheers
»»• Next year Dec. 9 and April 2? will be "reading
days," allowing students to study an extra day
before exams.
SGA President Jenny Bond was instrumental in
getting these days on the university calendar —
good job.
■*

Jeers
»► Jim Krlvoski, director of residence halls,
vetoed a measure to allow half kegs at dorn. parties. Currently, only quarter kegs are allowed in
university housing.
Krivoski said half kegs would cause problems
with vandalism and party control, and that JMU
policy is already one of the most liberal in the
state. We say bull.

•-

► Roll-call voting in the SGA Senate was
defeated this year, and Kay Nichols, SGA
secretary-elect, has said roll-call voting is too much
trouble.
How difficult can writing Yea or Nay beside someone's name be?

Quotes
»► ABC inspector Buddy Decker on Greeks collecting donations at parties: "No soliciting from
non-members at all."
»» Chris Harvey, chairman pro-tempore of the
SGA Senate, on the defeat of the 21-for-beer bill:
"This thing isn't dead. People Will probably bring
up the 21 across-the-board in December. The only
way to stop it will be for students to register to
vote."

i

+■ JMU football coach Challace McMillln after
JMU's defeat of UVA: "When you've gone
through what those kids have, you have to develop
poise. If you don't think you can win, you might as
well stop playing."
The above editorial was written by Ross
Richardson, The Breeze's editorial editor. It Is the
opinion ot Richardson, Editor Ian Katz, Managing
Editor Daniel Flnnegan and Assistant Editorial
. .Editor Cay Fujtz,

X .
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Readers' Forum

-Be for real'

Greeks accuse Breeze of mudslinging

To the editor
As active members of the JMU community,
we can no longer stand idly by while your
newspaper attempts to create problems for individuals on campus and our Greek community.
It appears as though you are not running a
school newspaper, nor are you acting as the professionals you claim to be, but rather a mudslinging campaign against whoever you see fit.
A recent analogy to the National Enquirer
was not inappropriate. Your staff evidently
thrives on reporting the negative side of
everything.
For example — TKE's problem with their
housing situation, the young lady in Howard
Johnsons' who was physically accosted, and
your more recent article on Greek party regulations.
TKE's mishaps may have been newsworthy,
but you beat a dead horse and beat it more until
you had sufficient glue to stick Yo's camera
shutter shut for life.
TKE put on a keg roll from the steps of the

t>

\

Capitol to Godwin Hall. They raised $3,000 for
the Childrens Hospital, and Dr. Carrier was on
hand to thank the TKE brothers. Mr. Editor —
where were your roving reporters?
Greek Sing was April IS. If the The Breeze
wonders what Greek Sing is, you have
yourselves to blame. Greek Sing was that trivial
event that packed
1,300 people into Wilson
Hall and had people sitting in aisles and windo wsi 11s to observe the performances.
In your editorial wisdom you granted us a
73-word article. We are deeply indebted to you
for this coverage.
Superdance is another example of your sad
coverage. It is a 28-hour dance marathon supported by the entire JMU administration. You,
the "informers of campus news," granted this
historic event a measly three-sentence blurt in
the announcements section.
BE FOR REAL!! There are a lot of people
trying to make this event work, and in the end
over 25 percent of the student body will be in-

volved one way or the other, not to mention the
Muscular Dystrophy Association, which will
benefit from the proceeds.
Last-year you lost the advertising of the UPB
because of your hard-headed dealings with their
very admirable presentations. This year you
print the names of female assault victims, and
next year . . . FORGET IT!
We are not going to sit here and put up with
another year of your trash. Stick to the news
that does not need your garbage sensationalism.
P.S. The Dukes' baseball squad is having one
of their best seasons ever, you might consider
putting their success on the front page
sometime.
Tom Casey, president, Theta Chi
Ed Gallitelli, president, Alpha Chi Rho
Lisa Corel, president, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Beth McConnell, president, Zeta Tau Alpha
203 other signatures

ID replacement policy is a crime
To the editor
Crime on this campus must be stopped. Theft
an everyday occurrence .The worst part is that
it is sanctioned by the administration.
I refer to unfair regulations regarding the
replacement of ID cards.
The policy says that if an ID is lost or stolen,
students must pay $8 for a replacement. I have no
qualms about that charge. The replacement process
involves work, time and materials.
If a student finds the old ID after a new one has been printed,
^^
part of the money is refunded. That part of the policy is fair.
*yr
However, there are cases where the charge is theft.
^^r
I lost my ID on a Thursday evening. The next day, I searched the
~j*
area, but could not find it. Having not eaten all day, I paid to get a
new one. It was 4:45 p.m. on a Friday. The Food Services office was closed.
According to policy, I had my name put on a list. At 5:10 p.m. that same

Approach was tacky

I

v

To the editor
This letter is in response to Sandy Stone's
article in the April 21 Breeze titled "Eagle
Hall sprayed for pubic lice."
What was the purpose in placing the article
on the front page? We feel your only purpose
was to attract readers' attention. The
paragraphs on the front page suggest the problem was worse than it actually was.
It would have been understandable if this
problem had been a severe epidemic, but it
was not; therefore, it was not front-page
material.
The headline was tasteless in that it conveyed crude connotations unnecessary to the
article's- -purpose-' This' purpose" shoXild "have-'

Veronica Ashooh
Editor's note: Hank Moody, contract dining
director, said for her to suggest a better pplicy if
she had one. Food Services has a set policy that
treats everyone the same. .
—

Lice story overplayed
.

day, my ID was returned.
I had not been issued a new or temporary
ID. I had not even eaten that day. The only
work involved had been the use of my cashflow
card. I received only $3 back, for no work at all.
Meal contract students are paying more than
$500 a semester for their meals. Yet Food Services drains resources from students at any opportunity.
The policy is a crime. This policy must be stopped and a fair policy instituted.

been to inform students of the problems concerning lice.
The only positive aspect was that the article
contained valuable information. But the
overall approach was tacky.
How would you feel if you were the person
who had lice? We are happily surprised you
did not pinpoint the individual, for which The
Breeze is infamous.
The Breeze has once again succeeded in sensational journalism. It has been said before,
and we say it again: "Good job, Breezel"
Alison Marie Gregory
Kathleen Mary Burke
Mary Claire Costello

Honors Day deserves
better coverage
To the editor:
—
Honors Day — four years of hard work,
culminating in one day of reward for what
this institution is all about — deserved more
than a half-column on page three in April 11
Breeze.
Instead, next year's SGA budget shared
the front-page headlines with ring toss and a
dunking booth.
Dr. Wade Wheeiock
assistant professor of religion
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Senior reviews years at JMU
By Steve Church
guest writer

livable, but as an out-of-state student I wanted to
meet more new people. Ten people walked into our
suite that year — six of them were lost.

What? No JM's? It's hard to believe, but student life in Harrisonburg used to mean life without
JM's.
Three years ago, a night on the town involved
heavy drinking at the Other Place or Elbow Room.
For those of us around back then, the heyday of
those bars is just a memory.
*
I'll never forget my first trip to the Elbow Room
as a freshman — listening to the Original Fetish
sing "I'm glad Elvis is dead" and watching
baseball-capped customers thoughtfully yelling,
"Lynyrd Skynyrd."
Many things have changed here in the past four
years and all deserve comment — some yeas, some
nays. Whether or not you share my feelings, at
least we'll both look back at our years at JMU.

YEA
There will never be a funner place to live than
Shorts Hall in 1980-81. A single suite on the fourth
floor tapped 50 quarter-kegs in one semester.
Sixteen of those were consumed at a big gig in
the downstairs party room. The party inside never
got out of control, but campus police broke up a
party of 150 people waiting outside to get in. That
was the second best party of the year.
The top one was a BYOB Christmas Party that,
well, ... we all remember parties like that (or
friends tell us how good a time we had).

YEA
The Breeze has come a long way. It's become
more thorough, investigative and professional.
I haven't agreed with everything it's done. I've
prayed to God that I wouldn't make policefile\
But I've always felt it tries to give students the best
possible paper. The true test for any paper is
whether it's read, and people read The Breeze.
It gives them a chance to blow something else
off.
NAY
Earl Weaver Hall is what we called Weaver Hall
in 1979 — the last time the Orioles were in the
World Series.
It was a terrible place for a freshman.
I had five great suitemates who made things

The
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NAY
The SGA has been working hard since I've been
at JMU, but it's difficult to remember the SGA's
contributions.
Actually, that's a little unfair. It was instrumental in getting birth control services at the Health
Center and a test bank at the library.
However, there are only two things I'll always
recall about the SGA.
First — all the candidates' smiley faces posted
everywhere. Imagine all the trees that could be saved if we didn't have to see the same ugly mug 12
times on one bulletin board.
. Second — that ridiculous survey where someone
looked through D-Hall garbage to identify waste.
Sure, I appreciate saving money, but why didn't
they just ask me why I threw food away? I would
have told them.
What really infuriated me about D-Hall was the
workers' habit of putting the food on the shelf
above the serving line where it sat and got cold. I

JUNIOR.
had warm vegetables twice in the three years I ate
at D-Hall.
YEA
This final "yea" goes to living and partying offcampus. Long before I lived off-campus, I went to
parties around town and sometimes didn't know
anyone. I was greeted warmly, offered a beer and
asked, "by the way, what's your name, dude?"
Now that I party and live off-campus, I still
think it's great. Where else could you see bands
jam in attics? Where else could you be guided
through a party by signs ripped off from colonial
Williamsburg? And where else could you sit
around and pet your dog, Barney, all day long?
Steve Church is a senior looking for a job.
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presents

The Space Shark
Fri. April

350 Walt.man Drive Horruonburg. V*
Telephone; 431-3*11
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Go To The Head of the Class
Finally, the day you've worked long and hard for has nearly arrived. Graduation. A major chapter in your life ends and a new
one Is about to unfold. The people at Heritage Family
Restaurant extend congratulations on reaching this milestone
and a offer best wishes for the next step in our career.
This graduation weekend , bring your family and friends to
the Heritage to celebrate this educational achievement. We'll
do everything possible to keep you in a celebrative mood with
tasty homestyle food and prompt, friendly service in a pleasant atmosphere. Our prices will delight you too.
You don't have to be graduating to visit us for breakfast,
lunch, or dinner, but if you are, what better way to cap the
weekend than to go to the head of the class- Heritage Family
Restaurant, where an honors course awaits you.

r

■

Hours of Operation
Brec»Kfast served 6:00 to 11 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
Lunch and Dinner served 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Mon.- Sat.
Closed Sunday

"What the VaUey Is coming to"
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nation

Reagan addresses nation
on Central America plan
President Reagan urged the nation and a
skeptical Congress to embrace his Central
America program in a rare address to a joint
session of Congress Wednesday.
Reagan said that the United States has "a
vital interest, a moral duty and a solemn
responsibility" to protect Central America
from leftist revolutiop.
"If we cannot defend ourselves there," said
Reagan, "we cannot expect to prevail
elsewhere. Our credibility would collapse, our
alliances would crumble, and the safety of our
homeland would be put at jeopardy."

Spelunkers rescued
Eight explorers were
rescued Tuesday from a
cavern where they were trapped by floodwater for three
days.
The eight were trapped
when a rainstorm raised the
water level, closing the entrance to the cave.

Reagan's nationally-broadcast address was
primarily an attempt to salvage a proposed
$110 million in U.S. aid for the besieged
regime in El Salvador. Congress has approved
only $30 million of aid for El Salvador.
But Reagan pressed Congress to approve
his full request for aid for all of Central
America, totaling about $600 million for
1984. "That is less than one-tenth of what
Americans will spend this year on coinoperated video games," the president said.
— Associated Press

"I literally shook for 48 to
50 hours," said Mark
Rocklin, one of the six men
and two women in the expedition from the Greater Cincinnati Grotto, an Ohio caving
club.
Rocklin said a fear of dying
gave way to the more immediate concern of staying

by the way

warm
in
53-degree
temperatures. The group was
trapped 1,800 feet inside the
cave on Crooked Creek,
about SO miles south of Lexington, Ky.
All of the cavers declared
themselves in good condition.
— Associated Press

UVA students sentenced
to rubbish patrol
A judge has ordered nine University of
Virginia students to each spend 48 hours
picking up rubbish along Albemarle County roads and rivers.
* •
The students pleaded guilty Wednesday
to destroying public property.
Albemarle County General District
Court Judge Stephen H. Helvin sentenced
each of the students to 30 days in jail, but
suspended the sentences on the condition
each student completes a full 48 hours
working on county public service projects.
Helvin also ordered the students to make
restitution to homeowners who lost
mailboxes in connection with an earlymorning vandalism spree March 23.

Congressional aide
cleared in cleaver case
A. Fairfax County Circuit Court jury has
acquitted a former congressional aide of a
malicious wounding charge.
The jury deliberated an hour and 40
minutes Tuesday before concluding that
Sewall K. Hoff should be cleared of
charges stemming from an incident last
Christmas in which Hoff struck his
neighbor in the head with a meat cleaver.
— Associated Press

world

Car-touching
in upstate New York
After touching a 1983 Renault Le Car
for more than 100 hours, Cathy
Washington reached for a nail file in her
purse and lost the "Touch-a-Thon."
The victory, and the car, went to Brian
Moore,, who intended to break the unofficial car-touching record of 107 hours but
absentmindedly turned around late Monday to hug his mother.
Moore and Washington were the last of
29 contestants in the event, which raised
more than $36,000 for the Kidney Foundation of Upstate New York.
Moore — fortified by six-packs of soda
pop and earphones playing rock music —
was declared the winner at 11:36 p.m.
Monday when Ms. Washington lost touch
after 101 hours and 36 minutes.
"She was kind of hallucinating there for
a while," said Patti Van Thof, the event's
chairman.

Shultz embarks on
shuttle diplomacy
U.S. Secretary of State
George Shultz embarked on
his first attempt at shuttle
diplomacy Wednesday and
heard why Israel is not ready
to withdraw its troops from
Lebanon.
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin told Shultz Israel's
security interest must be protected in any agreement on the
withdrawal of foreign troops
from Lebanon.
Foreign Minister Yitzhak
Shamir told Shultz that the
Lebanese army is unable to
protect Israel's security interests in Lebanon. Shamir
said that Israel doesn't want
foreign peacekeeping forces
on its borders either.

WOOLRICH flomuh
Men's Shorts By Woolrich

Shamir also discussed
Israel's insistence on putting
security in southern Lebanon
in the hands of Maj. Saad
Haddad, who quit the
Lebanese army and commands a militia in southern
Lebanon that was armed and
trained by Israel.
The deadlock facing Shultz
was underlined in Beirut,
where the Lebanese Parliament voted to support President Amin Gemayel's rejection of any form of Israeli
military presence in southern
Lebanon.
The parliament also endorsed Gemayel's refusal to take
Haddad back into the
Lebanese army and put him in
command of a 25-mile-deep
buffer zone north of the

Israeli border.

Human rights group
disputes Reagan
claim
A private U.S. human
rights group disputed on
Wednesday the Reagan administration's claim that
political repression has steadily declined in El Salvador.
Americas Watch also
reported serious abuses of Indian populations by the
governments of Guatemala
and
Nicaragua,
and
widespread police brutality in
Honduras.
— Associated Press

Thank you JMU for
your patronage!
Have a nice summer!

Drawstring Style...$19.99
Camp Short
$17.99

C OUNTRY C ASUALS
Mon, Fri. 9:30-9:00

w. h?«."livaw»y callable

Sat. 9:30-6:00

j

FOUR STAR
PIZZA

ft

FAST FREE DELIVERY

-»•

IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS
...OR STOP BY
AND YOUR PIZZA WILL BE READY IN 10 MINUTES

i

433-3776

f

425 N. Main St. - Harrisonburg, Va.
All Pizzas Include Our Special Blend Of Sauce And Cheese
13 Tasty Items To Choose From:
Green Peppers Extra Cheese
Thick Crust
Olives
Ground Chuck
Hot Peppers
Bacon
Anchovies
Ham
Cheese... $4.29
$6.08
1 item ...$4.98
$6.98
2 items... ....$5.75
$7.95
3 items... ....$6.52
$8.92
4 items... ....$7.29
$9.89
5 items... ....$8.06
$10.86
Prices do not include sales tax.
We reserve the right to limit our delivery area.

F0URSTAR
PIZZA

Pepperoni
Sausage
Mushrooms
Onions
s*»

FOUR STAR

Deluxe
5 items for the price of four.

12"..

$9.89

16 OZ CUP OF COLA 50*

is a nutritionally well rounded meal prepared with fresh items from each
of the four basic food groups; bread, dairy, vegetables and meats.
FOUR STAR

HZZA

16"

PEPPERONI SAUSAGE MUSHROOMS
ONIONS & GREEN PEPPERS
(No Substitutions)

■Coupon

rot* sun

$7.29

•Coupon,

Si 00

Off

Off

row STAR
PIZZA

56

t
Off

•CouponFOWSttR
PIZZA

50

AND 4 FREE
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

AND 4 FREE.
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

AND 2 FREE
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

AND 2 FREE
16 OZ. CUPS OF...

ON ANY PURCHASE OF A
LARGE 16" ONE ITEM
OR MORE PIZZA
One Coupon Per Pizza

ON ANY PURCHASE OF A
LARGE 16" ONE ITEM
OR MORE PIZZA
One Coupon Per Pizza

ON ANY PURCHASE OF A
SMALL 12" ONE ITEM
OR MORE PIZZA
One Coupon Per Pizza

ON ANY PURCHASE OF A
SMALL 12" ONE ITEM
OR MORE PIZZA
One Coupon Per Pizza

Coupon Expires May 31, 1983

Coupon Expires May 31, 1983

325 U Main Si HarnsonDurQ, Va.

We reserve the right to limit our
delivery area.

Coupon '

'■■

We reserve the right to lirru\ Qur
delivery area

'

Coupon

Coupon Expires May 31, 1983

433-3776

433-3776

433-3778
■

<*1 S« Total Saving*)

($3.08 Total Saving*)

($3.04 Total Saving*)

.

£i.'5 N Main St Ha.-iisor.bu'tJ V-j

We reserve the right to limit our
delivery area.

■Coupon*

t
Off

(JIM Total Saving*)

Coupon Expires May 31, 1983
433-3776
139 N Main SI HfrmpntHitg Va
We roserve the right to limit our
delivery area

Coupon ———

